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FCMIXED

The education of teachers for restructured schools is a key element in
the transformation of public education for the twenty-first century. What
teachers know and are able to do is profoundly influenced by the ways in
which they learn. Professional Practice Schools are designed to provide a
context in which teachers can develop the skills they need to support
meaningful student learning. In an environment characterized by
collegiality and an orientation toward pcoblLA solving, teachers can became
professional practitioners with a capacity to reflect upon thelr own
teaching and contribute to the ongoing process of self-renewal in schools.

Thr contributors to this volume extend our understanding of why we need
professional practice schools, and what it will take to make them a
reality.

President
American Federation of Teachers
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Marsha Lavine

This is the second in a series o publications related to the design

and implementatim of professional practice schools. The American

Federation Teachers, with support from the Exxon Education Foundation, has

an ongting patdect devoted to developing restructured public schools with

the responsibility for the clinical education of new teachers and a

dedicaticn to supporting continuous examination of practice.

The first monograph, Professional Practice Schools: Building a Model

(Levine, 1988), includes a discussion of key dimensions of such schoolb,

In that work, Tamar Gendler and I open by providing the background, laying

out a conceptual framework, reviewing the political and policy environment

in which such schools might be initiated, and identifying several of their

precursors. In addition, the volume contains three papers which deal with

igportant aspects of such schools. Linda Darling-Hammond's paper focuses

on the role of professional practice schools with respect to professional

accountability. Holly Houston deals with such schools, institutional

standards. Mary Eennedy addresses the curriculum requirements for the

clinical teacher education program.

This collection cf papers addresms three additional but equally

*portant aspects of professional practice schools. These are: student

learning; teacher development; and implementation issues related to

1



collaboration among institutions and state policy environments. The

relationship of professional practice schools to the broader school

restructuring agenda is also examined in a brief ooncluding paper.

Same may wonder why anyone would want to send a child to a school in

which there are many beginning teachers. People don't want their children

to be practiced on by novices. Ellen Pechman answers the question: ',What

happens to the child in the professional practice =boon', She begins

with the conception of the professional practice school as designed by the

MT Task Force (see the first publication, Professional Practice Schools:

Building a Model). Pechman then poses questions abcut wbat we know about

the children coming to school .oday and about the way they develop and

learn socially and emotionally. Fellowing an excellent synthesis of the

literature, she then as%s what it all implies for the way schools.ought to

be. The research and analysis she Presents lead to the conclusion that

schools need to be different franwhat they now are and that the design of

professional practice scl-ols is consistent with those implications. The

author builds the case for interactive learning, inquiry-driven

instruction, and parental involvement. She describes the new roles

teachers will play as mediators of student learning and as professionals

in school-based decision-making. She concludes with the observation that

schools devoted to cdm _ional problem solving and approaches reflecting

the best research id teaching processes on behalf of the students, direct

their faculties and new teachers to be reflective and innovative, not

',experimental,' in the pejorative sense of using untried and

2
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Introduction

under-res:irched methods. The examination of practice and the continuous

search for better ways of teaching is professional practile in the best

interests of children.

Teacher Development

The concept of professional practice schools includes continuous

growth and development of teachers through the examination of their own,

and of school-based practices. Ann Lieberman and Lynne Miller deal with

these questions in their paper. They build on a concept of professional

practice, maintaining that teachers themselves are an important source of

knowledge about teaching, and equating the renewal of teaching with ehe

renewal of schools. Teacher development, their preferred description of

professional growth activities, means varied activities that are always

direeted at continuous inquiry and the improvement of teaching.

The authors offer a framework for dmeloping a school culture that

will support such inquiry, hnd they identify the problems and dilemmas

that exist in creating it. Essential elements of the culture include

norms of colleagueship, new concepts of teacher leadership in curriculum

and instruction, opportunity and time for disciplined inquiry, development

of ths idea of teaching as research, and recogniticha of the need for

networks and coalitions to link like-minded teachers, ir,chools, and

districts to one another for education and support. The authors oonclude

by warning that the continuous education of faculty in a professional

practice school must be self-consciously linked to the improvement of

student learning--and that the connect-ion is not a given.

3
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Marsha Levine

Implementation Issues

Barbara Neufeld has laid out anumber of areas of critical importance

in implementing professional practice schools. The important issues

cluster in three main areas:

o those surrounding collaboration among institutions;

o those whidh involve the definitions of teaching and learning that

undergird the professional practice schools and their implicatiors for

what people need to know and be able to do; and

o the policy context in which design and implementation will take

place.

The creation of collaborative institutions wiLl, by definition, mean

changes for all participants. Each entity (university, school district,

union) will need to alter the pattern of relations among authorities that

characterized past associations. All will have to rethink what they

believe about the nature and sources of knowledge about teaching and

learning to teach. Each will have to examine the incentive structures

which govern people's behavior. Each wi'l have to assist individuals in

learning new roles and taking on new responsibilities.

In the broader polir-r context, professional practice schools will bel

created in preexisting environments charazterized by policies that define

teaching in ways that are perhaps different frau the philosonby underlying

professional practice schools. In same states, policies and programs

developed to enhance teacher professionalism may support these

institutions, but other approaches uill present obstacles. Through

4
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Introduction

a;.mmples of various existing policies, Veufeldprovides a franwork for

others to use in examining the context in which they are womking to sort

out what is supportive to the effort and what changes might be pursued.

Mufeld points out many challenges likely to arise as people move down

this road to better teaching through professional practice schools. With

any luck, the innovators will not meet all the otstacles she describes,

but having a framework to identify the issues should help prepaze them for

potential pitfalls. Certainly, knowing that the obstacles are not unusual

should make then easier to talk about and provide the basis for networking

and problem-solving efforts across sites.

It is also useful to keep in mind that many of the pmdblems described

here are already teing experienced and dealt with by people involved in

restructuring schools all around the country. Mims, school districts,

school faculties, and aeministrators have, for example, sought and

received dispensations to experiment thnough waivers and excepticms

involving district and state rules and regulations and union/management

contract clauses. Ertmerous successful school/university collaborations

can provide models forvorking together and working out differences.

That obstacles exist is given. The willingness of all the

pamticipants to address those issues together is required. The

expectation that potential or actual difficulties can be successfully

conquered provides a positive and productive orientation toward change.

As lieufeld suggests, the creation of professional practice schools nwill

be an adventure that requires a good bit of risk taking, a tolerance for

not 'getting it right' the first time, and a fina conraitment to the long

term goals.

5
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Marsha Levine

Professional Practice Pzbools and the Broader Ref-ma Agenda

This book concludes wi.:11 a short paper defining the role of

profw.s4onal practice schools in restructuring public education. These

institt. ons can play three critical roles to stkoport the larger effort.
First, because professional practice schools are designed to support

continuous eaamination of practice, they can generate an important part of
the knowledge base needed to undergird the school restructuring effort.

Second, because they are restructured schools, they can provide tor the

education and socialization of new teachers in such transfo

environments. And third, they can serve as exemplars or models of
institutions designed to support such practice.

set

In all these ways they can be an effective lever for school change.

Reference

M. Levine, (Ed.) . (1988) . Professional practice schools: Building a model
(Monograph No. 1). Washington, DC: American Federation of Teachers.
(Available from the AFI Center for Restructuring, Educational Issues
Department, 555 New Jersey Avenue, N.W., Washington, D. C. 20001)
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ims map AS Mann EAKER:

THE ammo= PEDOESILDCULL Mat= SOMME

Ellen M. Pechaan

What [children's] bodies, minds, and emotions will be like as they

are growing and when they are grown depends to an appreciable extent

on how they are exercised.
-- L. S. Mitchell (1950, p. 9)

Meaning is not given to us in our encounters, but it is given
usconstructed by us, each in our ommiway, according to bow our

understanding is currently organized.

-- E. Duckworth (1987, p. 112)

Professional practice schools seek to transform the ndssion of

teaching fraa truth telling and inculcating knowledge (Cohen, 1988) to

guiding invention and inquiry (Levine, 1988). This changing vision of

teaching is inextricably linxed to society's transition frmn an industrial

to an information-driven economy and to a new conception of both children

and the learning process.

Until recently, schools were structured to develop the intellectual

potential of only a limited sJgment of society. In the early part of the

20th century, over 90 percent of the initicl group registering left before

the end of high school (Resnick & Resnick, 1977). Altirsugh schools

regularly graduate about 75 percent of their entering populations today,

the 25 percent who leave before finishing are disproportionately minority

and poor. Most unfortunately, these drop outs constitute over 50 percent

of the high school youth in many lLrge cities and rural communities

(Levin, 1989).

9
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Ellen Pechman

This group represents too large a loss of human potential, especially

given our pcesent capacity to educate students who once droyped or were

pushed out of schoole. In the past generation, researchers &amass several

social science disciplines have demonstrated that, regardless of

circumstance, culture, or prior experience, children are naturally

motivated to learn, insgired by what has been called lithe challenge of the

prollolvenaticil (Getzels, 1977, p. 495). Learning is active, dynamic, and

continuous, and, importantly, it is inherently an individual, as well as a

social experience (Bruner, 1986; Collins, 1984b; Resnick 1987b; Tharp,

1989). Young leaieers, especially, are 1.-..markably adaptim and inventive;

the challenar, for schools is to engage their full capacities in a

cumrinulum that benefits both them and their community.

This perspective on learning is rooted in a long, proud history that

dates back to Plato and has been debated especially actively throughout

this century (Note 1). TWo important distinctions exist, however, between

the arguments in this paper and those Lade in the past. First, we can now

point to solid empirical evidence for this paradigm of learning converging

from several fields in addition to education--including psychology,

sociology, anthropology, and linguistics. Second, new technology and

information systems both require and enable the changes in teaching

implied. In an age of ready access to computer bulletin boards and

conferencing, video displays, interactive television, and other

satellite-transmitted information, practitioners can, more easily than ever

before, exchange ideas, share their developing procedUres, and objectively

evaluate their achievements.

The discussion in this paper establishes the rationale for

professional practice schools within a concept of the learner as a

uproblem-findingn organism (Getzels, 1977, p. 495) and of learning as a

process of creatim meaning out of a vivid collage of events, interactions,

10
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The Child as Meaning Maker

and ideas. It argues that schools are most effectiv,.i when they are designed

on the basis of three assumptions about children and their cognitive

processes. First, children are natural individual learners, continuously

engaged in constructimmeaning fram the culture in which

they live. Second, since learning is also a social ard group experience, it

:equires continuous interchange and negotiation among peers and adults.

Finally, by implication, the purpose of education is to connect children,

through their active propensity to learn, to their culture and community in

tne widest sense. ',The language of education, suggests Bruner (1986), lois

the language of culture creating, not of knowledge consuming or knowledge

acquisition aim& (p. 133).

Active, social learners require responsive, inventive learning

environments. Professional practice schools, described In the other papers

commissioned for this projc.ct, provide such settings both for children anifor

adults. This discussion concentrates on children, answering three basic

questions: Who are the learners served by professional practice schools? How

do they learn? How should classrooms and schools be orgaLized to meet the

needs of these learners?

11
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Ono Are the learners?

Demographic Characteristics

Although the present structure of schools may have served well the

Non= Rockwell family of four--father at work and mother at home with two

childrentoday this description characterizes only seven percent of

Anerican families (Hodgkinson, 1988). Not surprisingly, the country's

rapidly changing demography, combined with a modern view of learners,

requires new designs for schools to integrate a more accurate understanding

of the nature of learning with a better sensitivity about who our learners

are. The present student population differs in four major ways from the

students of the past quarter century, for whom most school programs were

designed.

Growine proportion of minorities. First, over one-thire cf the

nation's students are from nonwhite icial and ethnic minority woups

segregated from the American mainstremn and living within what Ogbu (1978)

calls either ucaste-likeu or "inmigranitPminority cultures. Cummins (1986)

would call such groups udisempowered minorities. For these students,

schools are foreign communities with distinctive cultures and expectations

of their own. Children from caste-like minority groups have grown up in

families historically neglected and often rejected by schools. Such

offspring have developed adaptive response-0 to the hostile treatment they

and their families have received. The result is alienation, combined with

distrust and skepticism, which adversely influences some minority students'

responses and levels of involvemnt in school. Immigrant minority groups

do not always carry the mantle of historical mistreatment, but the sharp

contrast of cultures between home and school may also he disabling until

students and their families find a place in the mainstream (Ogbu, 1987).

12
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The Child as Meaning Maker

Minority status compounded by segregation creates culturally isolated

pockets within an apparently affluent society. Children growing up in

these pockets usually learn to live effectilmlywithin their home culture

but often do not learn lessons that generalize well to school and to the

mainstream community (Comer, 1988a).

Relatively more poor children. Poverty and ecommic isolation also

separate children from their schools /aid their teachers and constitute a

second factor that differentiates today's students (Berlin & Sum, 1988)

from yesterday's. About 30 percent of elementary and secondary students

are disadvantaged economically (Levin, 1988), and this iaoportion is rising

rapidly. For the first time in recent history, children represent the

largest segment of the nation's poor, with almost 25 percent of all

childma and 17 percent of school age children living in poverty

(Hodgkinson, 1988). Rarely do poor families have sufficient nutrition and

health services to enable them to develop fully the capacities of their

youth. The high birth rates among society's poorest and most isolated

population segments combine with rapid immigration from vastly different

societies of child-bearing adults with little formal schooling. This

canbination of factcrs increases the numbers of students whose readiness

for education poorly matches what awaits them :A nost schools. Yet,

typically, the poorest communities are served by the poorest schools. As

Brandwein (1981) writes, ',All things considered, specific communities get

the kind of schools their economic and social conditions permit,' (p. 3).

Increasing numbers of handicapped students. A third reason for the

changing face of the school population is that medical advances and an

increasing commitment to mainstreaming handicapped students means that

13
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Ellen Pecbman

larger proportions of children with physical and emotional handicaps are

in school than ever before. The improvements in medical assistance for

the poor, while inadequate, have nevertheless enabled more

low-birth-weight and premature babies of impoverished families to

survive. Unfortunately, however, there is a 30 percent chance that

permanent damage will inhibit these youngsters, physical or aognitive

development (Hodgkinson, 1988).

Schools potentially offer the cammunity the best resource for serving

these children. Bat schools cannot help adequately without adapting their

organizational structures and instructional approaches to accommodate

their students' enormously individual and diverse special needs (Kagan,

1989).

A Growing Concern to Educate All Students. A final factor that alters

the demographic landscape for schools is that where once school.; willingly

dropped or pushed out the bottom segment of the educable population, there

are now well-articulated policy commitments to keeping evei/ student in

school, regardless of his or her success. Until recently, saffected

students could and did leave school and find places in the ;ob pool, but,

as reflected in teen-age unemployment rates, this alternative is

decreasingly available for young people because theee are fewer jobs for

students without an education (Levin, 1989).

Children's first critical emotional attachments are to the family and

its network. They build upon these bonds tc cultivate the social,

emotional, linguistic, and cognitive skills necessary for their future

academic development. Thus, a major implication of the shifting

demographics is that it is incumbent cn schools to assure a more affective

aeignment with the changing needs of their new clieetele (Oomer, 1988b).

When teachers mold the classroom experience so that it is oampatible with

14



The Child as Meaning Maker

the culture of the community, children are more likely bo make a

successful transition into the mainstream (014TrInn, 1979; Hale, 1982).

Alignment of School and Home Environment

Children's adjustments to new environments are cushioned when they

have to make the fewest acoammodations in their first forays away fram

home. Mite and Siegel (1984) explained the experience as follows:

It is the somewhat pleasant, but scary, destiny of small children to

be faced constantly with the task of going to where they have never

been before, of meeting and dealing with people they hays never seen

before, of doing things they have never done before. In a new

environment, they have to arrive at emotional and social settlements

before they begin to enter into the problems and processes of

intellectual problem solving. They have to ask, flIs it safe here?1,

',Can somebody like me be hre?1, ',Can I trust the people here?,, Item

trust myself to manage what I have to?1, (p. 253)

If people at school look and act like those at home, and if ohdects,

food, language, and mstans overlap, children readily find their places,

quickly adapting to and learning fram the rich details of the LJW

setting. By contrast, schools that are poorly aligned with children's

homes force children, on their own, to interpret myriad new interpersonal

interactions, rules, expectations, and behaviors. The nuance of

detailthe stuff of the school curriculumcomes only after the

environment becomes familiar and secure, if at all. The all too frequent

misaligmnaW, (Comer, 1)88a) between home and school that is most

typical i- nonmainstream communities impairs the relationships among

children, teachers, and kamilies, causing early mutual mistrust and

alienation that is difficult to overcome.

15
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.sna I? Life

coleman (1987; see also deLone, 1979) describes an aspect of the

learners in today's schools that cuts across cultural, economic, and

racial or ethnic lines. According to Coleman, the society has transformed

its relationship with the family, undermining its primary responsibility

for rearing and socializing children. Coleman argues that the family has

become caught in a corporate world that leaves children without a reliable

social structure for support, reducing parental authority and incentives

for parental responsibility. Households, extended fcmilies, and

neighborhoods have been replaced by offices and factories as the dominant

social institutions. This has substantially eroded what Coleman describes

as critical ',social capitalu the prevailing norms, social networks, and

relationships necessaxy to motivate children's formal learning and to

connect them to the mainstream (p. 36).

As the corporate world has come to dominate our society, the

institutional infrastructure within communities that bonded earlier

generations, neighborhoods, and friendship groups has crumbled, lisrupting

the traditional means for establishing the psychological well-being of

children. Furthermore, as family and community ties to children weaken,

it has become increasingly necessary for government to set policies that

counteract the disruptive effects of these economic and social

adjustments. Children require clear direction and guidance for healthy

development. Schools are a significant existing resource that, with

proper structuring and planning, can be available to restore the nurturing

and direction that children need in a fast-paced technological world.

However, as cremin (1966) and others have pointed out, schools cannot, nor

should they be asked to compensate disadvantagad children for the

deprivation they suffer at society's hands. Schools can help, but they

1,011,



The mild as Meaning Maker

make up only a part of children's education, which t4ces in their whole

cultural, social, and familiar background.

Schools will not fill the void if they are guida4 by an antiquated

view of the learner or a rigid traditional curriculum. Instead, the

necessary connections, those that affinm children's dignity and inculcate

a sense of personal identity and commitment, are rootAd in relationships

with peers and adults in the community. Intensity of personal

involvement, persistence, continuity, -nd intimacy are tha elements in the

glue that bonds young people to their society and the society to its young

(see Hamburg, 1987: Levin, 1988; Schorr & Schorr, 1988; Wilson, 1987; and

Zigler, Ragan & Elugman, 1983).

17
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lozr Do Cbi Wren Warn?

Broadened definitions of intelligence acknowledge human beings'

inherent inventiveness and capacity to construct effective plans, to solve

prdblems, and to determine successful coping strategies in new

circumstances, even without direct teaching (Gardner, 1985; Piaget, 1964,

1967; Resnick, 1987b; Sternberg, 1982; Sternberg & Wagner, 1986).

Intelligence encompasses more than what was traditionally measured by IQ

and achievement tests. It includes a range of creative and adaptive

tehaviors, information-processing strategies and skills, and

prdblem-solving approaches, in:tially developed in infancy, which persist

throughout life.

By closely observing learning wherever and however it occurs, we are

better able to inform teaching and learning in schools. Studies of the

development of cognition and intelligent behavior conducted in everyday

contacts (Lave, 1988; Rogoff & Lave, 1A4) have usefully differentiated

cognitionthe processes individuals use to acquire knowledge--and school

learning, the specifically designed tasks to accumulate knowledge about a

curriculum (Wagner & Sternberg, 1986).

TO a large degree, the constructivist view of learning implied here

follows from the lively debate stimulated by Piaget's (1964, 1967)

formulations of intellectual development. Piaget saw intelligence as

action by an individual that changes the way he or she relati to the

world. The research generated by the discussion of this conckpt has

brought a certain consensus to the field during the past two decades. "We

18
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The Child vs Meaning Maker

are in the midst of a major convergence of psychological thsoriese°

Resnick (1987a) points out, and utoday, cognitive scientists generally

share [with Piaget] the assumption that knowledge is constructed by

learners's (p. 19).

The perspective that Resnick describes holds maat knowledge builds

from conflict (see also Prey & Impart, 1987; Liben, 1987a). It results

when children's immature concepts inadequately explain thpir new

experiences, and they must modify thwir ideas so that they are more

workable. Thus, children are always building theories, posing problems,

and testing outcames. They learn fram contradiction, especially when it

happens in a social environment of peers. Their learning evo.a.ves both

from their inventiveness in novel situations am; from the increasingly

refined understandings they acquire using ever newly available procedures

and information.

Fischer and Bullock (1984) apply the concept of collaboration to the

unified and mutually supportive way that children's learning develops.

Collaboration in a learning exohange provides a ',scaffold° or support for

learners to climb upon. It unites children's own ideas and those of

others to produce new results and to promote growth. Whether the source

is a teacher, perent, friend, or a well-structured teaching tool,

scaffoleinj and collaboration occur when children are thinking about or

acting upon an object, event, or interaction. In this way, the child and

the environment are joint determiners of development and new learning (see

also Bruner, 1986; Cazden, 1988; Piaget, 1972, 1973; and Vygotsky, 1962).

This dynamic process is intelligsnce at work, ftind in action,

adaptation to the demands of daily life (Scribner, 1986; Wagner &

Sternberg, 1986). NO assumptions about previous underlying abilities or

structures of intelligence are necessary. This concept recognizes that

all individuals routinely use creative thinking to meet the demands of
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specific situations and to contend with the logical problem solving they

encounter. In this way, children are always learning.

What scientists have discoverea about the strategic ways in which

learners spontaneausly solve problems has caused then to look for

alternative means of describing and assessing intelligence. Cbgnitive

psychologists are particularly interested in examining learners' naturally

occurring analytical behavior for clues to knowledq= acquisition and

reasoning capacity. Ttadit!onal measures of intelligence and achievement

are less and less useful diagnostic procedures for generalizing about

specific teaching contexts because they do not reveal thinking processes,

especially as they function in context.

Some researchers have divided %heories of intelligence into those of

"lumpers" and "splitters" (Weinberg, 1989). Lumpers believe that

intelligence is a general trait for acquiring knowledge, reasoning, or

solving problems and can be represented through people's behavior on

intelligence tests. A single general factLf of intelligence, based upon

normative samples of the population at large, represents this general

trait. Splitters, by contmast . believe there are several distinct mental

capabilities. In the past, a number of theories of this kind have emerged

(e.g., Guilford, 1967), the most recent of which is Howard Gardner's

theory of "multiple intelligences."

H. Gardner (1985; Walters & Gardner, 1986) has identified seven

"intelligences," each of which follous a different developmental path,

typically peaking at different ages and calling for different kinds of

nurturing and encouragement for full development. Gardner's seven

intelligences are; musical; bodily-kinesthetic (i.e., athletes, dancers,

actors, surgeons); logical-mathematical (scientists and other problem-

solvers); linguistic; spatial; interpersonal (politicians, teachers,

therapists); and intrapersonal (orientation towards one's own feelings and
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emotions). In GardneT's framework, intelligence refers to a prdblem-

solving ability or set of abilities that permit a person to resolve

genuine difficultie'.., to create a sccially valued product, or to lay the

groundwork for new knowledge--for example, creating a story, making a

kite, or anticipating a move in chess. Intelligences are the facilities

and skills that underlie the mechanisms used to solve those kinds of

problems.

It is also assumed that any given intelligence relies on several

dimensions and faculties simultaneously. Thus, Gardner notes that dance

uses bodily and kinesthetic skills, as well as musical, interperscnal, and

spatial intelligence to varying degrees. Political success requires

interpersmal skills, a flair for public speaking and for argument, and

logical aptitude.

Because cultural roles require several intelligences, individuals

develop collections of aptitudes rather than having singular prablem-

solving abilities. Individuals also differ in the profile of intelligence

they exhibit in a particular context (Gardner, in press). Furthermore,

individuals may not be gifted in any single intelligence, but 4 .017 may

have a combination of skills that enable than to contribute uniquely to

specific prcduct-producing situations. Gardner argues that, in a society

as calplex and diverse as ours, every individual, properly guided,

nurtured, and encouraged, can develop several of his or her varying

clusters of abilities and their applications and can offer e unique and

necessary contribution to the cammunity.

A second recent approach to analyzing intelligence is called

information processing, a step-by-step analysis of thinking processes

describing how people gather information and use it to build knowledge.

Mechanisms of thinking are considered universal and believed to develop

with maturity and experience, although proficiency in using cognitive
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processes within specific content domzins requires practice and training.

Environmental adaptation, handling novel task demands, learning fran

experience, and the ability to select and apply appropriate strategies are

examples of universal cognitive processes (Frey & Lupart, 1987; Liben,

1987a).

Finally, Ceci and Liker (1986) describe a ucontextual acoount of

intelligenceu (p. 138), bcst indicated by bow people cope with the

environmental challenges that occur in their lives. Their research has

shown that:

Each of us pos3esses innate potentialities for achievement in abstract

reasoning, verbal analysis, creative expression, quantification,

visual-spatial organization, and so on . . . . Additionally, each of

us is exposed to multiple contexts for expressing tour]

potentialities. In the types of environments that are typically seen

as Henriched,u there are opportunities to develop most or even all of

one's potentialities. For most, however, the cwortunities that are

relevant for the actualization ef even a single potentiality may not

have been available during critical periods of development. (p. 139)

Scribner (1986), and Wagner and Sternberg (1986) contrast the

',practical thinking,' and upractical intelligence,' that characterize

day-to-day activities with the Ilacadtamiel or ',formal', thinking that is

usually done in school. Practical intelligence is the cognitive activity

that enables people to complete complex everyday tasks and to carry out

their daily routines. It is put into context in real-world challenges

that determine both the perception of prdblems and how their solutions are

shaped. Requiring flexible styles of knowing and thinking, practical
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intelligence uses an array of abilities that maybe unrelated or even

antithetical to academic performance (Brown, Collins, fi Duguid, 1989;

Rogoff & Lave, 1984). Adaptive functioning relies on practical

intelligence at home, in school, or in the marketplace, and it reflects a

person's capacity to use the environments and its available tools to

learn. Adoptive functioning requires invention and creativity and the

ability to integrate flexibly information from both inside and outside

immediate problems, including environmental cues and the goals and

interests of the problem solver.

Academic intelligence, by contrast, is a formalized response to

problems posed in classrooms and school, in examinations, or in a

psychologist's office (Ceci & Liker, 1986). Neisser (1976), and Wagner

and Sternberg (1986) characterize tasks requiring academic intelligence as

follows:

o They are devised by someone other than the learner.

o They often have little or no intrinsic interest to the learner.

o At the start of a school task, all of the information needed to

complete the task is usually provided.

o Tasks are separated from learners' everyday experiences.

o The tasks usually assume there is a well-defined and preset correct

answer.

o There are a limited number, usually one, of correct methods for

finding the solution.
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o Tasks are uniformly presented in written symbols, using words or

numbers.

Such circumscribed activity is uncommon outside of school. Children

rarely apply school learning to the problems they encounter at home; and,

in school, they learn to use the ',tools,' of the disciplines--the formulas

of mathematicians, the dictionary of the writer, or the procedures of

scientists--but there is little opportunity to practice informally school

m4thematics, writing, or science. Unfortunately, the inauthenticity of

the school context distances the work done in school from what children

learn is necessary in their environment, making it difficult to

interrelate thinking and probleu solving across the two contexts (Brown,

et al., 1989).

Another limitation of many school tasks is the expectation that a

relatively small proportion of learners will reach the highest achievement

levels. ',Grading on a curveu is an antiquated custom that assumes a

substantial portion of the curriculum will be mastered elvertly by only a

few students. Although both practi a problems, like school tasks, are

uncertain, and they often demand insightful analyses of a multitude of

complex variables, no upper limit is assumed in children's use of coping

skills within their personal and social world. When, for example,

childrer want to meet with friends, go to the grocery store, get access to

a forbidden cabinet, or obtain assistance in an emergency, they can devise

a plan, employ strategies, and be analytical. These accomplishments may

be more easily achieved by some children than their school assignments,

however, because their motivation to achieve success is usually higher,

and they typically encounter these tasks in familiar contexts. The

challenge for schools is to find the connections between practical

intelligence and the school curriculum, so that children can build upon

aid use the intelligence developed in school, as well as out of it.
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Researchers are rapidly ar -ululating evidence to demonstrate that the

basic intelligence most of us have can be productively directed into

various cognitive activities, depending largely upon individual

opportunities and motivation to s'Izs.eed. We have moved fram the original

absolute and standardized notion of intelligence to one that is socially

and contextually defined (Ccodnow, 1986). Examinations of how children's

minds function in practice expands thinking about and understanding of all

of their behavior. It also challenges the assemmentmeamures we use, the

oontexts in which intelligence is evaluated, and statements about who is

the ubrightest in a class.

The narmow range of measurement tools, procedures, and situations

typically employed by schools limit what we know or can learn about

children's intelligent nehavior. The effect is that the intelligent

behavior highly valued by society but. not nmasured does not get validated

in schools and, often, is not well developed among children. Most notable

of these neglected tasks are spontaneous organizing and planning, analysis

of logical errors that reflect intelligentH miscues or mistakes, and

negotiation and collaboration skills, all of which are increasingly

essential capacities in our society (Presseisen, 1987).

Engaging children's intelligence in schoo3. Intelligenm gained from

learning in context sheds light on why we see such a range of strong and

weak learners in classrooms, each child with izactical but, for a school

environment, often incomplete theories to explain what she encounters.

Redirecting educators away from children's apparent deficits, encouraging

them, instead, to examine how children create their own functional

theories, enables teachsrs to recognize the value of practical

intelligence and to translate its use to academic tasks.
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If learners construct their understanding, even on the basis of

inemplete information, then the teacher's role is to guide children in

reconstructing their conclusions so that they rest on accurate and

complete information. Children are already skilled in recognizing

familiar relationships, but they will 'wed help in interpreting and

reasoning about new ones. Finally, sinne learning depends on prior

knowledge and experience, teachers must present their students with

csportunities to link what they already know and have in;erpreted to newly

available information required for academic proficiency.

Resnick (1987a, 1987b) has described the teacher's role as one of

helping students confront their naive theories, determine their flaws, and

build new analyses and structures of knowledge. Pitting students,

existing ideas against the new concepts that they must learn is a

practical task, not unlike those that children and adults face outside of

Use school every day.

Analyzing and helping children adjust and reframe spontaneous meanings

are quite different processes fraa those ordinarily taught through

directed lessons. No longer mere disseminators of information, now

teachers are guides and mentors, helping students connect subject matter

content and theory to their own experiences. Through detailed observation

of children's thinking and action, teachers identify the flaws in

students, naive theories and carefully help them see their own logical

errors. Examples and experimentation based in students' experiences

situate their knowledge in practical contexts. Once knowledge frameworks

and concepts are put into context in this way, the process of teaching the

traditional academic disciplines, including their most ccuplex principles,

is rewarding for both child and teacher.
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Good examples of this kind of teaching are found in the mathematics

and science procedUxes advanced by numerous councils and review boards

that have recently examined the state of mathematics and science teaching

(National Council of Teachers of Mathematics 1989; American Asmcciation

for the Advancement of Science, 1989). These two professional

organizations, especially, have taken a strong stand that advocates

teaching in context more fully. The latter writes,

People have to construct their own meaning regardless of how

clearly teachers or books tell them things. Mostly, a person does

this by connecting new information and concepts to what he or she

already believes. Conceptsthe essential units of human

thought--that do not have multiple links with hard a student thinks

about the world are not likely to be remembered or useful. (p. 145)

Develozmtal Characteristics in Three Phases of Childhood

Educational programs that enable children to prosper within a world of

social change are rooted in an integrated theory of learning and

development. This mews grounding pedagogy in advancing knowledge about

children's developmental chasarteristics. Examples of such responsiveness

are described in the follow.* overview of cognitive and social growth

that occurs during the elementary and middle school years (Note 2).

Appendix A summarizes the core characteristics of each age group.

The primary yearsaces four to seven. When children enter school,

whether at four or five years of age, their cognitive capacity has already

achieved considerable complexity, but their logic structures are still

immature. Children's continuing productive development depends on
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concrete physical experiences, vigorous social exchanges with peers around

realistic problems, and thoughtful adult guidance. Variability in the

quality of caldren's interactions with teachers, parents, other care

givers, and peers at this age significantly affects later development.

Between the ages of four and seven, childret's inquisitiveness and

yearning to become part of a group foster a new indqpendence and potential

for responsibility that is extended by the cultural expectations and

traditions in their homes and communities. Children's physical capacities

enable them to become fuller citizens within their communities. They can

dress and care for themselve9, follow simple instructions, gather and use

the tools or objects they neea in work or play, and participate in

decision-making and planning. Physical and intellectual advances enable

children to become increasingly independent and goal-directed. Their

independence acts reciprocally with the expanding expectations frcm home

and school, and it is now more nearly possible fcr children to engage in

organized play and to profit from formal instaction.

Interpersonal communication, the starting point for building

relationships, is of primary interest between ages four and seven.

Children are gradually learning to understand others: perspectives,

thereby becoming more effective communicators and listeners. They can

wake sounder judgments, can more readily distinguish between appearances

and reality, and can construct and follow the logic of rules. These are

all skills necessary to operate successful_y in social groups.

As a result of these attainments, peer culture is increasingly

influential in the primary years, and learning is most dynamic and

personal when children's desires for social interaction are nurtured and

enlisted as pedagogical aids. Children are fascinated by ..anguage and

stories, and, given the opportunity to weave language into their

experiences, they spontaneously and mabashedly dramatize their fantasies
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endplay out world views. They also write freely, if permitted the

freedom bo express themselves without undue constraints of rules and

modification.

Similarly, fram a younc: age, primary school children establish a

logical sense of numbers, patterns, and arithmetic relationships. In the

first ynars of school, they figure out workable rules and theories about

numbers. Ecwever, their theories are often flawed, and they may need to

be udebuggedu (Resnick & Pord, 1981) and repaired before becoming fully

usable. This connection is accomplished most effectively through guided

experimentation and construction that dislodges and replaces the ubuggy

rulesu with new, more reliable and mathematically accurate ones.

Parents continue to exert the strongest influence on children's

participation with groups, whether in the community, at school, or in

after-school programs, and social contexts continue to have enormously

varied impacts on what children learn and where they learn it. Cultures

and communities within cultures use these years in different ways,

offering more or less structured and formal social and intellectua2

guidance. In the United States, for example, preschools were long tho

luxury of a small wealthy elite. The changing working and social pattLrns

of families have made all-day programs to care for children more

commonplace. Hany policy-makers now consider darlong schools a

significant, basic, social need shared by all sectors, but especially

necessary for young children without a primary care giver available to

supervise their time at home (Hamburg, 1987; Shrilker, 1987; Ziegler,

-987).

The middle childhood yearsages eight to ten. Called by Eric Erikson

the 'gage of industry, the years from eight to ten are a timewluma

children have developed keen internsts in objects and ideas and become
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intensely involved in the materials and activities in their surroundings.

In this era of especially vigorous physical growth and coordination,

children readily test their developing and changing capacities against

challenges that combine their physical strength and their imaginative and

spontaneous play win peers. Especially when they can join with others,

both older and younger, they teach and /earn the childhood games and Xore

that have been passed on for generations within communities and across

cultures.

Social growth, along with sexual and ethnic identity, deepens during

the middle years, and peer groups beoane more important than before.

Cognitive skills, enriched by a bros2ened knowledge base, expand to

include increasing abstraction and logical complezity. After age eight,

children are usually more receptive to learning complex information with

substantive content. Consequently, middle-grade schools can became a more

potent social and intellectual influLnce.

Social development is dominated by ferinationwith rules--moral

rules, social conventions, and personal codes. The deference to authority

characteristic of the younger years is replaced by a willingness to

challenge adult authority and a growing interest in reciprocal

relationships. Friendships emphasize shared interests, mutual

understanding, and trust. reveloping abilities to adopt other's points of

view and to argue and debate lead children to take theil

friendships--often now segregated by gendex-increasingly seriously.

Social differentiation in peer groups, according to special interests, or

in family or community associations creates preferences, loins' and flouts'

groups, and increases the potency of popularity and social comparisons.

By the middle years, children are aware of their community, enlivened

by questions about its well-being, and willing to examine some social

issues such as concern for environment, health, or safety. As a result,
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the content of school learning can and should provide substantive depth

and breadth. Children's competencies are strengthemeldby the use of their

creativity and imagination. Such experiences enable them to expand their

knowledge, especially through experimentation. Their social and

intellectual emergenm also stimulates tbAir interest in taking

responsibility for functionally meaningful tasks at home, in school, and

in the neighborhood.

At ages eight to ten, children's conceptual abilities are well

advaalmd beyond those they began school with, but they still have

difficulty abstracting beyond their concrete experience bases. In these

middle years, children begin to gain facility in using mental strategies

to combine, separate, reorder, and transform objects and ideas in their

minds. Their language is well developed for social use; they have a

difficult time with concepts not based on personal experience. Tbis

ability develops earlier and faster in the physical than in the social

sciences (Cohen, 1972).

Eigtt- to ten-year-olds' skills develop best if their intellectual

probing and exploration build upon problems that use familiar materials

and tools to encourage enthusiasm and motivation for continuing to learn.

This implies a program that is both child-centered and guided by a firm

adult hand. While their intellects have to be nurtured on content that

holds interest for them, the most approiiriate content urefers to that

portion of adult nowledge which can be ccmceptualized and responded to

emotionally by children, so that it is meamingful to them as well as held

significant by adialt4P (Cohen, 1972, p. 245).

Early adolescenceages eleven to fifteen. Tbe social and moral

fabric of school is important throughout children's growth and

development, but, during early adolescence, socialization is an zapecially
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important theme. These are the critical years in which young peoplr's

prior experiences coalesce into an integrated identity and personality.

If their beliefs, abilities, and desiros are to be reconciled boalilleally

with adult and community norms, this is when it occurs. ItEducatim for a

well-spent youth', is how James (1972) describes society's Obligation to

its young adolescents. But how to accomplish this in an uncertain and

shifting uorld is especially,puzzling.

Young adc.escents step up their searches for identity and personal

value as they begin the dynamic physical changes associated with the onset

of puberty. Between the ages of 10 and 15, their bodies grow at a more

rapid rate than at any otber time since infancy, developing both primary

and secondary sexual chaxacteristics and reaching appraximately 98 percent

of their eventual adult size (Tanner, 19id). Their physical changes are

immensely personal, affecting their stature, shape, and appearance. This

also can be especially unsettling because the changes happen at varying

and =predictable ages among individual children, spanning a five- to

six-year period.

Fbr girls, the age of rapid growth starts as early as 10 1/2 years

with a height spurt, usually fullowed by breast development and menardhe,

beginning, on average, among 12-year-olds. Fbr boys, the spurt begins

about a year later than for girls and peas at about 14, leaving them

broad-shoulderea, heavier, and taller, with mature sexual organs,

unfamiliar voices, and changing facial features (Tanner, 1987). During

this period, children become able to bear children. Consequently, access

to accurate information offered at the right time with warmth and

affection, is especially crucial.

The social, emotional, and ! .f lectual developments coinciding with

the physicel changes that ocaur IL...) this era a !ery perplexing one, both

for children and for the adults around them. The psychic metamorphoses
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that youth experience feel intangible and difficult to talk about, and

self-consciousness is constant. Feel:ng quite alone, many youmq people

suffer disturbances in self-esteam and understandable feelings of

disequilibrium.

These changes evoke aperiod of normal self-centeredness, even as they

herald increasing logical abstractness and intellectual flexibility. Once

considered a time of abnormal tumult and aggressivenos, early

adolescence, we now knoy, is continuous with othor periods of growth

(Mind, 1974). The search for gender identity, °whined with readiness

for imdependence thatparallels physical and mental developments,

encoLrages young adolescents to seek out stravu:loads with their peers.

Family, however, remains the strongest guiding force in young adolescents'

lives, even when the interactions with parents are uneven and sametimas

strained (Steinberg, 1989). In same instances, questioningparental

authority cambined with incrims(xibcmding to peers leads young people to

experiment with extreme, even risky, social or sexual behaviors that are

worrisome to parents and adults. Such behavior, however, is

characteristic of about the same proportion of youngsters in this age

group as in the general population (Offer, Ostrov, & "award, 1981).

The critical challenge of early adolescence is to integrate emerging

sexual capacities, new social relatilne.'aps, and deveLvingpeasonality

characteristics to affirm a mature identity that encourages continuing

attadhment to home and community. Th cognitive advances of this period

open a panorama of opportunitiestoo often unused by schools--for

building significant new connections among children, peers, and home and

school worlds. The key intellectual adVance at this time is in the early

adolescent's new conceptual flexibility and increasing ability of abstract

logic, until maw unreliable and bound to practical experiences and

physical objects. Gradually, through their varied social, personal, and

intellectual experiences, young adolescents learn to juggle several
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alternative possibilities, think ahead, scrutinize their own thoughts, and

look beyond immediate limi'ations, hypothesizing options and alternatives.

While thought processes mature, however, real, concrete experiences

frau which to generate and manipulate leas continue to be the necessary

grist for the intellectual mill. Eemonstratin; concrete solutions to

hypothetical problems is not just a crutch to lean on. Eemonstrations

enable youngsters to comprehend and to define the constructs and the

logical strucb- s upon which they are learning to rely. But the powers

of logic emerge gradually, over many years, and they are shaky and

unoertain until well-practiced. Thus, to make sure that mature cognitive

processes take root, responsive middle-grade classrooms encourage debate,

discussion, and group inte:action around new iateractive technologies and

scientific experimentation, as well as traditional communication forms

such as reading, writing, and problem solving.

The program required for young adolescents, bealthy development must

he intrinsically interesting, involving young people in large-scale

projects that inspire connection to their peers, as well as to the

learning enterprise and the community. Schools that nurture students'

talent and dedication promote work in small teams with peers and adUlts

and value evidence of autonomy and creativity (Lipsitz, 1984). During the

early adolescent years, young people who grapple seriously with the

unknown learn well how fleeting is factual knowledge and expertise, and,

thus, they are prepared to face what lies before them. In our present and

future world, it is no longer possible to "induct young people into

agreed-upon certainties," suggests James (1972); "we have to coopt them

into unoertainty (p. 43).
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Developmental Continuity in Children

In spite of the variability in physical, cognitive, and social

capacity between a preschooler and a young adolescent, the mechanisms for

stimilating and expanding learning across the years are the same.

Children's developing characteristics suggest the following set of

psychoedueational needs (expanded in Appendix B):

o Psychological safety: a sense of personal and emotional security

attained through exploration and understanding of one's self in

varying contexts.

o Esteem and self-worth: a realistic self-perceptim acquired through

significant connections to and achievements with family, community,

and peers,

o Connectedness with adults and peers: sustaining relationships that

bind children to the people around them.

o Caring guidance: authoritative and clear support that makes roan for

Children's exploration of the unknown, encouraging and structuring the

process.

o Intellectual competence and achievement: opportunities that enable

Children to explore and test their developing intellectual strengths

and demonstrate complex achievements in changing cognitive, social,

awl artistic contexts.

Applied and varied learning experiences: experiences that enable

children to assignneeming to them by exploring the limits of their

curiosity and creativity.
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o Pole models and values: adult and peer models that affirm unswervingly

the community's moral values and commitments and encourage in children

the conviction to do the same.

The educational program implied by these characteristics and needs of

children is perhaps best described by B. Biber (1984) and her colleagues

at Bank Street College as "developmentalu and uinteractionistu (p. 65).

The developmental component emphasizes children's emerging patterns of

intellectual, social, and emotional growth.

Interaction has two dimensions. The first is the exchange between

children and their environments, including adults, other children, and the

material world--the cognitive and content-specific ustuffu of learning.

The second is the interaction between cognitive and affective aspects of

self. An education that is similtaneously developmental and

interactionist attends both to the environment and to the children, to the

collaboration and colearning between child and setting (Fischer & Bullock,

1984). Structured to respond to the full range of children's

psychological and educational needs throughout their school years, it aims

to establish continuity for learning between home and school.

Finally, schools must also accommdate three other critical aspects of

learning: (a) the integration of the whole child--artistic dimensions;

feelinj connections; individual complexities and uniqueness; and variation

across cultures; (b) the intricate ways in which children are motivated to

strengthen their emerging skills and their connections with their

families, peer groups, schools, or communities; and (c) the different ways

children are socialized, how slow the process is, how painful it often is

to learn right and wrong, and haw difficult it is to develop a conscience

that evolves into a system of ethics.
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This list is demanding, but all ingredients make up the learner, and,

therefore, they must became essential elements of the professional

practice schools that nurture children's sense and meaning making.
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Implications for 4141 Am.: and Schools

The Responsibility of Schools in a Culturally Diverse Society

By the time children begin school, they are experienced conceptual

organizers and thinkers. Building on their earliest interactions with the

environment, they acquire knowledge of their world through efforts to

mold, rework, and construct its meaning. Vhat children learn is crafted

out of the interplay betweca their developing capacity for self-aware and

goal-directed thought and their prior cognitive and sociocultural

experiences (Belmont, 1989; Linney & Seidman, 1989). Intellectual and

personal development is influencedby prior learning and exposure to

information, as well as by family history, ethnicity, language, and social

class. The key point for schools is that while cultural differences in

observable cognitive behavior affect children's reactions to school

learning, these differences are ftindamentally rooted in practical

knowledge and situation, both of which are bighly malleable (deLone,

1979).

School programs that respond sensitively to situational and cultural

diversity are integrated with the rest of students' lives, in a mutually

supportive school and community environment. Successful teachers affirm

and respect students' individuality through skillful diagnosis and

analysis of their entering knowledge base and working theories and by

embedding instruction in what is familiar. Such teachers solicit and use

parental advice Aoont children's learning styles and interests and include

parents as partners in guiding development.

Teachers and parents can facilitate the transition between home

culture and school settings in several ways. The Laboratory of

Comparative Human Cognition (1983) identified four of them:
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o Provide the specific information children need to understand and to

feel canfortable in each new context they experience.

o Assure that children enoounter this information in the same basic

context until they can use it to serve their further learning.

o Connect children's different significant environments with one another

so that the environments help youngsters identify with and feel a

sense of involvement and satisfaction in each.

o Control and structure the level of difficulty within each new context,

modifying it so its information is most accessible.

To these, Linney and Seidman (1989) add two others:

o Focus on the interaction processes within the total environment,

carefully avliding labeling children or adopting attitudes that blame

the victim.

o Respond to the whole child, concentrating on supporting social and

emotional development as well as cognitive growth.

When cultural diversity is genuinely respected, educators value racial

and ethnic variability, listen for students' idiosyncratic responses, and

acconmodato the community's special languages and circumstances. Such

teachers recognize that adjusting the school program to students'

individUality and experience benefits all and enhances the overall quality

of education.
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Mediating Learning in Classroans sensitim to learning Diversi'j

Mature, effective learners are self-aware and capable of using

goal-oriented strategies deliberately (Bransford, Vye, Adams, & Perfetto,

1989). They develop maturity by working with teachers who relinquish

their role as dispensers of knowledge and focus instead on hcfw students

think and on how knowledge develops, not simply on what students do or do

not know. Such teachers help students connect their prior experiences and

cognitive strategies to the curriculum's specific subdect areas (Note 3).

This approach builds necessary understanding of emerging thinking

processes and simultaneously helps students learn to apply vital mediation

techniques to the content within the disciplines they are studying.

Iigure 1 depicts the flow of this exchange between the student and the

curriculum through the teacher.

when teachers mediate skillfully between learners and the curriculum,

they combine several significant roles. They diagnose, facilitate, and

=del. They are motivators and guides. They encourage students to

broaden their ficourage Lvans,fl enabling them to accept failure as a

temporary false start that can be averoane and to inspect errors for the

useful infnrmation they provide (Brown, 1989). By teaching children to be

paoductive critics aad analysts of their own actions and learning,

teachers instill self-motivation and an orientation towards mastery (Ames

& Archer, 1988) that inspires their continuing willingness to pmess about,'

(Hawkins, 1970, p. 38) and to eKplore the uhmring of wonderful ideasu

(Euckworth, 1987, p. 1).

Learners spontaneously attribute their own meaningsmeanings born of

contwAt and experience--to the symbols and relationships they observe; but

it is up to the teacher.to assure the. students' interpretations ate

consistent with the rules and principles of the formal disciplines they

study. Practical experiences that connect prior understandings with the

school curriculum extend children's breadth of knowledge and improve the
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accuracy with which they use the logical rules that are the bedrozik of

eadh academic domain. Good learning situations encourage children to

establish their own plans for haw to reach a goal and leave them wide

latitude to follow their own intuition about how to get there. This

process is not unstructured or free-floating, however, because the teacher

plays a critical and active role. Having put students in contact with a

field of study, the teacher helps observe and record what is new and

interesting. With practice, the power of students' logical authority

matures as does their ability to manipulate the substantive content in

varicus curriculum domains. While students are learning to explain the

sense they are making from their new intellectual encounters, the teacher

listens attentively, seeking an understanding of the meaning students are

constructing.

Lampert (1985, 1989) provides an example of the multilevel

instructional process she uses to connect students' naive theories with

the formal knowledge of her discipline, mathematics. Often working

collaboratively, students begin by learning haw to represent numbers in

words, in diagrams, and with symbols from life. After they can

demonstrate numerical relationships with physical symbols, they write

about and discuss their findings with one another. Next, children learn

bow to select the appropriate mathcmatical ideas to make comparisons and

to derive results from their analyses. Students solidify their knowledge

by practicing the use of their tool% in parallel contexts.

When they have grounded the number concepts in their own terms,

students try to adapt their new mathematical undelstanding to original

problems. At this stage, students fix their knowledge by inventing

applications of the concepts they've learned, using concrete objects and

real mathematical problems throughout. This process engages children in

the logic of the discipline's content, and they learn to present coherent

arguments for haw they reach their various solutions. Lampert further
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strengthens and tests students' ownership of their knowledge by

encouraging eadl to challenge another's logic, expecting both challenger

and defendant to use well-structured mathematical thinking.

This is reason-based teaching ahd learning. It contrast's with the

authority-based structure that has been the traditional hallmark of

schooling. TWo elements differentiate the first fram the second. First-,

students work with realistic problems and explore a multitude of

meaningful applications and representations. Second, students are

involved in a social process in which the multidimensional dialogue that

occurs--among students, among teachers, and between teachers and

studentsbecomes part of the meaning they create. This

discourse-centered learning brings children closer to what it means to

participate in a discipline _Ns a doer and a thinker. uThe task,'

summarizes Glaser (1984), His to produce a changed environment for

learningan environment in which there is a new relationshipbetween

students and their subject matter . . . . s individuals acquire

knowledge, they also sbould be empowereu to think and reason,' (p. 103).

When education is driven by students' inquiry and investigative

capabilities, teachers' methods arc interactive and diverse. Students

explain, describe, elaborate, and defend their points of view and their

evolving knowledge in a range of representational contexts (Cazden,

1988). They learn by using numerous methods, modalities, styles, and

technologies (Siegler, 1986). Activities occur in varying settings inside

and outside of the classroam or the school. Teachers expect students to

use both oral and written language. Reciprocal instruction (Palinscar &

Brown, 1984), where teachers and learners exchange roles, reinforces

learning by beginning with specific verbal and Inalytical directions and

gradually moving to applications that the learner undertakes independently

(Bransford, et al., 1989). Most important, increasing use of cooperative

activities such as groups, games, planning teams, and project work,
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encourages colearning, analytical processes, decision-making, and problem

solving (Slavin, 1989; see also Presseisen, 1987). Figure 2 (below)

depicts the relationship between interactive strategies and learning

outcomes that are mediated by a students' thinking, elaberation, and

analysis.

By directing students to explore 114W content domains that they would

not spontaneously encounter, the school can play a critical part in

molding and expanding intellectual development and in achieving valued

social goals. The teacher's long-term objective is to strengthen

learners, assc7ing that their students learn to use and build upon their

store of information and existing cognitive know-haw. This is not

laissez-faire instruction, and it does not give children exclusive control

over what or haw they learn. Instead, responsibility foi learning results

from the interaction between the individual child and the strategically

shaped environment that the teacher thoughtfully and skillfully

establishes.

The outcomes of inquiry-driven instruction are accumulated portfolios

that provide evidence of students' work. Standardized and group test

scores have a place only in the diagnostic process at a policy level, to

enable reflection or, the broad themes of a school system's

accomplishments. In evaluating individual progress, however, it is

essential to show the student's practical facility with subject material

in numerous contexts. The reward structure emphasizes the intrinsic value

of learning through the personal connections peers and their teachers make

as they join in a colearning venture. The ',products'. of this learning are

successive applications of knowledge and the accompanying sense of

competence and esteem that cc" with new achievements.
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Figure 2
Connecting Teaching Strategies with

Learning Outcomes

Require Students To:

Interac''ve Teaching Strategies

Group problem solving
Decision making
Reciprocal teaching
Co-learning
Peer tutoring

s, Collaborative planning
Project work with real consequences
Experience with diverse technologies

4 Invent and create
2xplain and describe
Elaborate and extend
Defend one's position and knowledge

Lead Students To:

Analyze and practice through performance
Integrate ideas
Expand knowledge
Evaluate positions and ideas

Learning Outcomes

Contextualize knowledge and skills through meaningful
experiences
Engage students actively as ler.rmers and knowers
Foster learners' ownership of knowledge
Provide rewards through the personal connections
developed between co-learners and teachers
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Diaonostic teaching. Diagnosis is a strategy for identifying and
teaching within a child's nzone of proximal development, the appropriate

place between the lowest level of current achievement where the child

works independently and the upper limit at which the child learns in close

collaboration and guidnnce from the teacher (9ytsky, 1962; Wertsch,

J.985). The responsibility for performance and pract2ce is the child's,

who acts, however, from the impetus of progressive explanations andhints

from the teacher. Teachers' well-formed queries enable children to

reconstruct and verify their ac:cumulating knowledge until it can be

applied in novel contexts. The effectiveness of diagnostic teaching

relies on teachers' analytical precision and on their ability to construct

the experienoes, hints, and demonstrations that gradually move children

along curriculum sequences (Leinhardt, 1989).

The art of this diagnostic procesc is to strike a subtle balance

between passively waiting for students to become ready to learn and

actively stimlating learning. Even when adults provide such explicit

clues that children are virtually given the answer, the collaborhtion

itself instills the faith that is so vital for them to continue to invest

in learning (Brown, Bransford, Ferl-ara, & Campione, 1983). This clinical

teaching process is neither objective-based nor book-learned, It comes

fram reflective pedagogical practice, undertaken in an environment where

teaching and researching are one anA the same, both used to craft and hone

workable pedacrogies that respond expertly to children's understanding

(Duckworth, 1987).

A focus on lanciume development. Speech and language frame the

context for learning and thinking. Children's earliest interactions with

their environments are formed by the oral language traditions in utich

they grow. Through language, communities transmit their rules, behavioral

expectations, and role relationships. Language forms express the common
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value system and the norms of family and community networks. As such,

language is enabling when it is consistent with what is usee by others in

the environment, but when the home vernacular differs fram the school's,

the communicat:on barriers that emerge can be formidable (Cazden, 1988;

Heath, 1989).

Language development in school begins informally through conversations

that introduce learners and teachers to one another. Language has great

potency at the personal level, in classrooms, and in discussions with

parents, and there are many styles and uses to be explored. To assure

smooth camrunication between students and teachers and between teachers

and hame, schools must deliberately stiucture open and exploratory uses of

language with children and their perents. Where cultural differencee are

a potential barrier to communication, informality is even moce critical to

pro-noting candor and collaboration between home and school (zden, 1988).

Mastering the language of school is for many children an esse-lial

first step toward developing the mutual understanding and trust that

enables learning. Similarly, however, when teachers learn the language of

the child's home and community, they gain a perspective that enables them

to structure their teaching according to their st.dents, vantage points.

Alternative classroom organ3zational structures. Manipulating

classroom organization while holding class size constant is one effective

approach to improving the quality of interactions between students and

teachers. There are many ways changes can be accomplished. Class size

can be adjusted for specific activities and lessons by asking

paraprofessionals, volunteers, and older students to lead working groups

in various contexts and'to serve as mentors to students. Cooperative and

peer-d:rected lessons also promote problem solving and high levels of

cognitive response (Slavin, 1989; Slavin &Madden, 1989).
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Studies have consistently shown the linitedvalue of traditional

didactic instructionumless it is modified and paced to accommodate

diversity (Cole, Griffin, & the Laboratory of COmparative HUman COgmition,

1987). When teachers lead whole classes, whether clustered

heterogeneously or by ability, they can expect a wide range of

performances. Thus, teacher-led groups should change according to

instructional goals and students, needs. Flexible, variably paced

lessons that incorporate technology, real-life problems, and manipulative

materials are constructive pedagogical tools in these circumstances.

Also, when in-class instruction is adjusted for students, individuality

and provides opportunities for student interaction, teacher-led lessons

are optirolly effective (Keece, Blumenfield, & Puro, 1989; Stodolsky,

1988).

Experimentation with alternative grouping practices and organizational

structures in schools is increasingly widespreerl. FOr example, Gardner

(in press) proposes to mix techniques that simultaneously engage a number

of students, developing intellectual strengths. In "flow centers,"

students tackle problems of personal interest and pursue them to

completion. An apprentice system brings together children of different

ages to work on activities in which they have special interest or skills.

"Domain projects" teach concepts and skills in given art forms--rehearsing

a musical piece, developing style in the visual arts, or writing dialogues

for plays. In each case, the projects are exercises that stress

production but simultaneously call for reflection and analysis en route to

the completed performance. Varsions of these strategies are also used in

a cluster of middle-grade schools directed by Ann Ratzki in Cologne, West

Germany (AFT Staff, 1988), and by American middle (Lipsitz, 1584) and high

schools (Coalition of Essential Schools, 1985; Cxley, 1989) etperimenting

with organizational patterns that place students in more intimate and

personalized learning settings.
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Gardner (in press) also speculates that an effective alternative

school organization would structure students' educational careers around

several "cycles of emphasis," shifting the instructional focus at various

times in th', child's life span. The initial years of school, for example,

might fa creativity through exploration and free choice. nu) first

form?' acation would begin after the age of eight and would increase the

c ,skills and knowledge in a common curriculum core. Fran high

school .hrough the undergraduate years, there would be electives and

cross-disciplinary courses, offering a number of formats for in-depth

investigation. A period of professional training would round out

youngsters, educational years, enabling the fullest probe of options

before students need to determine their specialized career petns.

Classroom organization provides the context ir which teaching and

learning occur, and the context is pivotal in detail_ ning the quality of

students' learning. This area of research is receivL increasing

attention, and the interest has generated a range of theoretical

perspectives that are being examined attentively (Slavin, 1989). No

single approach or set of approaches emerge as appropriate across all

settings; however, alternative grouping practices optimize the amount and

quality of time students devote to learning.

Thinking skills strategies. Cognitive psychologists have begun to

.xamine the differences in the efficiency of students' learning and to

argue that metacognitive strategies can be taught to strengthen

achievement (Bransford, et al., 1989; Ftey & Lupart, 1987; Siegler,

1986). Researchers find that, while same people are more effective than

others in using learning, remembering, and thinking skills, variability in

strategic use is based on prior experience, not on native talent, and is

amenable to instruction. TWo common barriers to students' effective use

of strategies are: a lack of general knawledge about how to analyze and
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apply information within a particular content domain (e.g., science,

math), and an inability to activate existing thinking or language skills

when they need them.

Bransford, Vye, Adams, & Perfetto (1989) and others (Perkins, 1986;

Perkins & Simmons, 1988; Presseisen, 1987) have developed training

Procedures to improve learners, use of information and to evaluate how

appropriately they engage, when necessary, available strategies. These

educators focus on teaching children how to be ',intelligent,' novices,

praviding students with tools for efficiently acquiring new information on

their awn.

Recent work on domain-specific problem solving reveals that, while

generalizable thinking processes can be developed, their transferability

and application relies on knowledge of the content area in which they are

to be used (Alexander & Judy, 1988; Eylon & Lynn, 1988). Thus,

proficiency in thinking and orgarizing knowledge !s dependent upon

content, and individuals with an inadequate knowledge base are inefficient

users of their information-processing strategies. The pedagogical

implication of this fact is that inquiry teaching and strategy building

are most beneficial when they are applied within subject areas.

The role of technology. Interactive computer, video, and

telecommunications technology ara relatively new factors in the tcnhing

and learning equation, and their potential is vast but poorly understood

and too infrequently tapped (Vote 4).

Three factors influence the slowness with which technology has been

introduced and used forcefully in schools. First, when innovative

technologl appears, it is expensive, and often the earliest versions are

replaced by successive improvements that render the first technology

quickly obsolete. Second, technological advancements require new
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learning, eventually by students, but first by teachers and curriculum

experts, to determine haw to integrate it with existing and cherished

ubasicu educational programs. Third, schools are inherently conservative

about altering the curriculum and the way they structure teaching. An

underlying ideology suggests that students must learn the traditional

curriculum content before they advc..Lce to modern modes of thinking or new

content. This point of view is prevalent, in spite of available evidence

that shows computers promote oomplex thinking and coordinate advanced

multilevel problem solving (Cole, Griffin, & The Laboratory of Comparative

Human Cognition, 1987).

These barriers are particularly unfortunate because technological

advancements dramatically shift the organization of classrooms and

scheols. Technology can expand the resources for instruction and student

interaction well beyond the classroom and school doors. New technologies,

such as computers, united with older technologies, such as television, can

together creatively alter what is considered basic in school learning. In

restructured schools, designed to support the active learner and to

increase the flexibility of instructional opportunities and processes,

advanced technology will play an instrumental role. The challenge is to

select technology carefully so that it advances students, development and

thinking without displacing or disrupting the workable teaching and

learning systems already in place.

An additional but formidable problem of technology use is how to

realize its potential among minorities and those now underrepresented in

the fields where these modtn tools are employed most. It is essential to

coordinate the distribution and classroom use of technological resources

so that they serve all sectors of society without leaving same groups

further disenfranchised educationally.
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Professional Practice Schools and New Paradigms of Learners and

Learning: School as a center of ConHmitv

ReJearch from a number of academic fields discussed in this paper has

converged around a renewed understanding of children's learning as a

highly personal experience that occurs best in responsive social

contexts. Advances in pedagogical research have also shown haw

intellectual grorth is fostered by teaching strategies that enable

students to collaborate with people and materials, using their

inventiveness and creative know-how to work analytically and practically

with the 7,,rriculum. Learning processes that increase the students' sense

of ownership of the knowledge they gain can build competence and

self-esteem, and, most important, bind students more strongly to the

learning process itself (Note 5).

It is evident from this consensus about the nature of learning that,

to be effective, schools must expand their role in students' and

communities' intellectual and social lives. In addition to being centers

of inquiry for children, schools promote learning best when they also link

communities together, functioning as centers of continuity. In tandem

with parents and neighbors, schools have the potential of rerooting the

eroding social capital and reestablishing interconnections among

individuals, families, and groups (Levin, 1988; Schorr & Schorr, 1988).

Active learning environments for children are also vibrant learning

centers for adults. Such places offer personal contexts where adults

connect with one another and with members of the broader community not

only to support children but also to enhance their own development.

Important, too, is the school's commitment to model learning and inquiry

processes so that parents can use them to encourage their children's

connection to formal learning.
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Schools that establish continuity also recreate themselves by

nurturing and guiding future teachers and by developing parents, skills as

teachers. A multifaceted program for children relies on novice teachers

and neighborhood tutors to help maintain a varied and responsive

instructional program. Master teachers demonstrate well-honed pedagogies

in the routine of their regular instructional day. Their teaching is

always open to question, regularly being zeexamined through systematic and

reflective analysis and research. Student teachers monitor and critique

the work of their mentors, provide added perspective5 about adjusting the

instruction for students, and, as partners in the pedagogical enterprise,

participate in the research and diagnosis that shapes the total

educational effort.

Finally, schools become centers of continuity when they include

parents as partners in the learning and teaching enterprise. Parents are

consulted and involved in educational planning, and they are informed

about how and why program innovations may look different from what is

going on in other schools or from their own past experiences. Their

perspectives and interests are solicited, and they have meaningful roles

as program organizers, interpreters, tutors, and advocates. Their

presence in school, observing and questioning, assures their children are

not being callously uexperimented withu or deprived of the uregularu

program.

For all these reasons, naw more than ever, schools need to become

centers of commuhity, centers of continuity, and centers of inquiry for

students and teachers. Professional practice schools are designed to be

such institutions awl to educate teachers to work in them.
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Institutionalizing learning-Center instructional Practice

Alternative Models of learning-Centered Schools

The renewed national interest in designing schoUs organized around a

paradigm of inquiry-centered, active learning has encouraged new

initiatives to reestablish model school programs. The recent examples are

emerging slowly and methodically, as innovators attempt to avoid the rapid

rise and fall of similar efforts during the 1960$ and early 1970s (see

Schwab, 1962). Several of the most prominently described programs, still

very much in their earliest stages, are spearheaded by researchers

implementing theoretical models related to new findings in cognition.

Teams of university faculty and sot. 1.-based practitioners are gradually

expanding experimental models that they have seen work in laboratory or

ideal school settings (Note 6). Demonstrating the possibility of

educational responsiveness, especially in urban centers previously served

poorly by schools, their programs share many of the following common

features:

o They are learner-centered and founded on a model of the learner as an

active constructor of meaning. They foster thinking, opportunities

for students to use their minds against practical problems, and

personalized learning.

o Assessment plays an important role in forming the aducational program,

but evaluation is a school-wide phenomenon, a process that involves

teachers, students, and the ccammity. A range of alternative

evaluation procedures and processes assess students, progress,

teachers, instruction, and the effects of the overall program. Often

there is also a search for new means to evaluate student progress. A

typical evaluation accumulates samples of students, work in

portfolios, displays, or manuscripts, instead of using traditional or

standardized tests.
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o Students collaborate in learning in mixed age groups and teams that

develop their logical thinking and analytical facility with

interdisciplinary subject matter, and they work on projects in areas

of specialized interest. Learning groups are fluid, and

organizational arrangements are flexible, small, and personal.

Visiting adults fram the community, local experts, parents, novice

teachers, and peers serve variously as teachers, tutors, and

assistants in learning.

o Programs use interdisciplinary curricula where ',less is more, the

course material is l'unommmelal rather than ncovered,n and students

study a few central concepts in depth, rather than superficially

exmnine a wide range of ideas and memorize facts.

o Teachers function as guides and models; they demonstrate inquiring

attitudes towards knowledge and learning and avoid serving as the

major source of information and expertise.

o Hem and community are connected to schools in significant ways.

Because children's learning occurs inside as well as outside the

school walls, communities and families are integreed in the design of

the education program.

o Experimental programs function in inner city contexts with large

clusters of children generally considered at risk of failure or

dropping out of the traditional school programs.

o Teachers have prominent roles as professionals and aserte, fully

responsible for deterFining the appropriate program for their

students. They devise and direct curriculum planning, and they

determine the educational structure or format for their students
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rathar than relying on distant administrators. They are skilled

diagnosticians, analysts, and researchern, and, in smition, they

actively involve novice teachers in . Ar work to assure the

continuation and developmen:. oi a cadre of future professional

experts.

Di Imams

Evidence from the evaluations of the hands-on r A inquiry-centered

programs of previous generations, especially the 1960s curriculum

innovations in mathematics, science, ay social studies, showed their

beneficial effects (Kyle, 1984; Minuchin, fiber, Shapiro, & Zimiles, 4969;

Winsor, 1973). The active nhands-onn curricula engaged students in high

levels of critical and analytical thinking while improving their

problem-solving skills. Inquiry courses also enhanced students'

performance in other content areas, and they demonstrated improved social

and ommunications skills as well.

Despite evidence of the success o47 many of these curricula, an

obstacle to their continuation was that they often required extra

resources of teaching time and preparation. Many teachers approved the

expanded efforts, especially since the programs were so enthusiastically

received by students, but, in the end, the demands on administration and

time forced schools and teachers to abandon most of the innovative

curricula. Tbis does not, however, have to be the case. District- and

school-level administrators can provide structural supports that protect

teachers' energy. Per example, districts that pay for and schedule

collaboration and planning within the work day affirm teachers'

willingness to tackle tough teaching problems. FUrthermore, such time

allows teachers to tap reservoirs of creative energy otherwise dissipated

in the stress of overwork. Properly nurtured, analytical teaching

stimulates community-wide intellectual commitment to learning.
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The dilema of overcommitting a small group of active and caring

_ducators is one that has taken its toll on too many innovative programs,

To avoid the disappointments of the past, professional practice schools

need to care for their initiators. If the programs cannot be created

sufficiently slowly and soundly with the necessary resources, ther Le

goals should be modified or the programs postponed. Schools need th6

proper institutional structures--Athin professional organizations,

teacher education institutions, and at the state, local, and school

levels--to connect them to the networks and resources that will sustain

inquiry-centered learning (Levine, 1988). Men united in purpose,

multilevel institutional cammibaents to this different vision of life in

schools will stimulate alliances that allow such innovative but

time-consuming efforts to continue.

Professional Practice Schools and Learaino-Centered Instructional

Practice

A chamgiag view of the learner, a multiplicity of cultures and

subcultures clustering in schools, the resulting altered roles for

teachers, and different opectations for pedagogical practice call for

entirely new kinds of educating institutions. Schools now teach a

skill-based curriculum isolated from the ways those skills are used

throughout life. Students require a more substantive and functional

knowledge base that both prepares them to face practical demands and

enables them to advance their o'in learning and society's as they mature.

A standardized organization of schools assumes that the outcome of

every child's education will be a fixed body of knowledge, common to all.

This model unrealistAcally disregards the enormously pers)nal element in

learning and the diversity of our society, both impractical and
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counterproductive outcomes of existing school ctructures. We have aeen

haw individual the learning process is and how teaching that responds to

that individuality unleashes new capabilities among learners by

encouraging their active involvement in school.

rofessional practice schools are envisioned as a systematic

alz.ernative to this teaditional way of structuring schools. They are

guided by a triple mission of supporting 1) student learning, 2) the

professional education of future teacberr. and 3) the impravanent of

teaching practice (Levine, 1988). They respond to the fundamental

challenges posed by an active learner end an increasingly diverse student

population In three ways.

Firsf professional practice schools address the goal of expanding and

integrating students' knowledge by reorienting Zzaching so that it centers

on a core of essential learning processes and strateglet rather than on

narrow lists of skills. Students learn by investigating and applying

procedures to solve practical problems in a sound, content-based

curriculum. Furthermore, to bridge family and school cultures,

professional practice schools recognize their respo.sibility as ceaters of

continuity between home and school. A fundamental goal of schools must

tt connect all children and their communities to learning opporunities,

regardless of their ethnic, racial, or social heritage, and, in turn, to

unify the communities with the larger society throughwhat and haw

students learn.

The second mission of professional practice schools, to nurture the

practitioner's reflective process, strengthens teachers' responsiveness to

children by encouraging a continuing critical exmnination of assumptions

about the goals and processes of teaching. Reflective practitioners,

Schoen (1988) argues, are collaborative researchers and coaches, seeking

to understand emerging problems and creating and testing new solutions

through considered and deliberate action.
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Teachers' research is systematic, intentional inquiry conducted by

teachers into the effects of their work with children. It incorporates a

broad view of research that hones instructional practice while it imbues

teachers with a sense of professional confidence and competence.

Teachers, research takes many forms--journals, essays, oral accounts,

exchanges of information, and classroom studies--and it instills a sense

of professional efficacy and commitment that derives from personal

discovery and the sanctioned search for continuing improvement (Lytle &

CochranSmith, 1989).

Finally, professional practice schools benefit children through their

coemitment to the future generation of teachers. EXperts and novices

together examine, reflect upon, and critique each ether's work with

children. The process involves closely observing tne learner (diagnosis);

planned intervention (strategic teaching); and evaluating the outcomes

(finding what students have learned) (Leinhardt, 1989). The presence of

beginning teachers also assures the influx of fresh ideas and energy to

support children with special need:3. In schools that are student-tearhing

centers, there will be enough adAitional adults, each supervised and

monitored, to reduce student-teacher ratios and enable flexible classroom

and eohool arrangements that individualize the educational options for all

studentg. Such centers offer creative instructional options that might

not otherwise be available.

At present, too many schools try to deliver a product--a standardized

student whose years in school comprise his or her test scores, coucse

load, and attendance statistics. By contrast, in professional practice

schools, children's needs nourish the institution, which is oriented

towards educational problem solving at a number of levels: on behalf of

s,tudents, in support of the adult proressionals, and in service to the

next generation of teachers. Because research and analysis :s at the
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heart ot educational practice, professional practice schools are

especially responsive to the challenges of teaching special populations,

including students at risk, educationally handicapped students and

populations for whom English is not a first language.

Collegiality and collaboration in the broadest sense oammaat paaents

as partna'a with their children and teachers in promoting learning.

Achieving this connection txd trust may be one of the greatest challenges

of innovative schools, because parents want and deserve the confidence

that their children's education is grounded firmly in a, pedagogy of

certainty. Neither parents nor teachers countenance the idea of

experimenting with children's educational futures. Professional practice

schools, however, are not experimental. Their validity and foundation

derive from the developing researrin bass on which the instructional

program and pedagogical procedures are established. These schools,

willingm,s to :miquire and rake adjustment is based on the assu.ance that

only effective instruction will survive the frequent scrutiny of many

experts.

Finally, professional practice schools include parents in schools in

new and more meaningful ways. As partners in educating their children,

parents respond to teachers' soliciting insights and understanding.

Parents' presence and familarity with school organization promote a level

of communication about ch_Ildrtal, learning, and teaching that, with the

research component of the practice schools, enhances the likelihood that

the educational prognmi will align correctly with children's evolving

needs.

Taken together, the three elements of professional practice

schools--the use of in-depth and interactive teaching strategies, the

teacher as researcher and analytical practitioner, and the expert as a

model for the novice--demonstrate pedagogy at its best. Along with
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children and future teachers, seasoned professionals continue to learn and

grow in this environment. Because they routinely analyze the effects of

their pr-Ictice and model reflection and learning, these teacher leaders

offer children theirtest.
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Ocalclusion

Children as Meaning Makers and Professional Practice Schools

Schools can Le, and should be, places where people of many cultures,

connunities, and styles joyously work and learn--fairly, respectfully, and

caringly. The evidence is clear that schools can be structured so that

every child emerges into adulthood having discovered many "possible

castles" and "possible worlds" (Bruner, 1986). Similarly, schools can and

should be comfortable places where children realize what it means to

belong and to contribute to the community of humankind.

What we know about learning and development implies that productive

schools are inquiry-driven, responsive to student diversity and

individuality, and structured to nurture children's powerful motivation

and capacity for knowing and learning. These are appropriate eims because

they are consistent with the nature of learners and with the learning

prccess. We can not be satisfied with inadequate schools that detelop the

capabilities of only a small proportion of children and leave a quarter or

more of the population with an incomplete education. Today's students

need to develop abilities that go well beyond what is taught in a

traditional curriculum. They include fluency in dealing with complex

written material in speaking, reading, and writing, as well as the

capacity to use these skills to learn on the job. Students need to apply

quantitative know-how to new questions and to the production tooie that

may help answer those questions. In addition, students must learn to

build and evaluate ideas and arguments efficiently.

Today's children nsust.seek and find ways to become expert

learners--meaning makers--in varied, changing, and unpredictable

contexts. Because they spontaneously learn to derive meaning from the
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massive array of information they routinely encounter, children learn best

in schools that are learner- and learning-centered, practically and

intellectually active, and reflective.

This view of the learner assumes that pedagogical style, instructional

activities, and open learning settings are as critical to engaging

children in oamplex levels of thinking and knowing as is the formal

content that is taught. It also asserts that all childrenaspecially

those of diverse cultural and language heritages and contextslearn best

where cnummity-building, questioning, exploration, and problem solving

are the media of intellectual exchange.

Finally, the underlying assumption of this approach is that children

continue to learn when their teachers do. Teachers teach best when

sustaining their own intellectual growth in a community demonstrating

through its commitment that learning and change are deeply valued. The

other authors in this volume explain haw such environments create a spirit

of perpetual learning that also nurtures the professional development and

clinical education of both seasoned and new teachers. There is no better

way to assure expanding learning opportunities for children than through

such uninterrupted and systematic improvement of teaching.
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Bates

1
I use the concept of the child as meaning maker to capture and

include numerous eloquent descriptions, written over many centuries but
especially in the past several decades, of the inherent inventiveness of
children. The flgreat books:, list of outstanding descriptions of children
creatively at work in schools makes inspiring, invaluable reading for
those seeking to restructure schools in the 1990s. 4pendix C includes a
selection of my personal favorites. In the spirit of colearning, however,
I urge readers also to search elsewhere.

2
Rey referemles for this section are Adleson (1986); Almy (1975);

Almy, Chittenden & Miller (1966); Biber (1984); Bredekamp (1987); Cohen
(1972); Cole & Cole (1989); Collins (1984); Eccles & Midgley (1988);
Elkind (1974); Plavell & Markmmn (1983); Katz (1977); Lipsitz (1984);
Paley (1986); Piaget (1967); Simmons & Blyth (1987); and White & Siegel,
(1984).

3
The spring 1989 edition of the American Educator includes several

articles describing recent examples of especially sensitive responses to
cultural diversity in subject area content particularly those by Atwell
(14-20, 45-50), Jackson (22-25), and Cmley (28-37). Cazden (1988);
Gardner, Mason, & Matyas (1989); Heath (1989); Harvard Education Review
(1989); and Tharp (1989) offer others. There are also outstanding
examples of how community and culture were integruted in progressive
schools of the early 20th century and in ',open,' schools in the mid-1960s.
In Appendix C, see especially: Dewey & Dewey (1962); Holt (1964); Jamas
(1972); Mayhew & EdWards (1966); Mitchell (1950, 1971); Pratt (1924);
Richardson (1964); and Winsor (1973).

4
Technology, an importpnt and complex aspect of the future of

restructured schools (Educational Technology Center, 1985), receives very
little emphasis in this paper because of space limitations and topic
focus. Cole, Griffin, & The Laboratory of Camparative HUman Cognition
(1987), provide a succinct introduction to major issues and themes that
affect the education of minorities and women in mathematics and science.
Their reference list provides a starting point for further investigation
of this issue. Lepper and Gurtner (1989) lay out the controversies
surrounding the role of camputers in students, learning and identify some
of the difficulties of conducting research in this area.
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5 The principles of modern cognitive scientists and educators have
begun to converge with the nromanticu teaching literature of the 19605 and

1970s. Many of the core ideas of the open education movement of the 1960s
have became better understood and are, to same degree, validated by the
mqperimentation that has occurred during the 1970s and 19805. Citations

in Appendix C, especially Dewey (1963), Featherstone (1971), Elementary
Science Study (1970), Hawkins (1975), and Holt (1964, 1967), provide
background about school programs that evolved during the 19605. In
addition, Bruner (1986), Cazden (1988), Glaser (1984), and Resnick (1987b)
have written very readable summaries of the developments in cognitive
science in the 1970s and 1980s. Outstanding books of essays by
distinguished educators whose work has spanned the three decades of this
period are Biber (1984), Duckworth (1987), and Perrone (1989). These

latter sources offer an especially practical integration of the diverse

theoretical frameworks. Finally, Delpit (1986, 1988) and Hale (1982)
challenge simplistic applications of progressive philosophies in schools
that serve minority children, posing hard questions for well-intended
mainstream educators who plan educational change without sufficient regard
for their minority clients' preferences and needs.

6 The reference list for this paper includes articles about several of
the most prominent examples of these programs. The Key and Spectrum
schcols explore H. Gardner's (in press) model of multiple intelligences; a
broad range of high schools across the country are trying Sizerfs high
school model (Coalition for Essential Schools, 1985; Houston, 1988); and
Perkins (1986) is working with colleagues at Harvard and with Gardner to

adapt aspects of his knowledge by design. Two elementary school models,

one led by Stanford educator and economist, Levin (1988), and the other by

Slavin (1989) at Johns Hopkins, are receiving particular attention for
their focus on implementing more content substance as intensive
alternatives to remedial instruction. This list is by no means
exhaustive, but these examples are of special irterest because they are
rooted in theories that affirm the potential of poor, minority, and
immigrant students who have been least successful in mainstream schools.
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AYBEEDIX

Obarecteristics of Biological, Cognitive, and Social
Shifts Occurring During Childhood

Early Childhood
4 - 7 Years

Middle Cbildhoce"
8 - 10 Years

Early Adolescemce
11 - 15 Years

Biological Domain

Increases brain size;
changes length of awake
and sleep periods;
begins to coordinate
large and small
uuscles; has greater
physical control over
body; becomes able to
take on more
responsibility and
physically complex
tasks.

Cognitive Domain

Establishes knowleege
of symbols systems in
language and logic;
manipulates concrete
objects to explore;
uses real events to
stabilize the still
uumen operational
thought; begins to
categorize and
organize for impraved
'me of 'Dowry
strategies; uses
spontaneous rules to
guide logic and
actions.

Biological Domain

Gains permanent teeth:
significantly increases
size and physical
shape; develops greater
agility and fine muscle
coordination; increases
brain maturation to
support subtle and
complex thought and
problem solving.

Cognitive Domain

Continues to rely on
learning through
concrete experiences;
increases memory
capacity and use of
strategic remembering;
improves use of
organized thinking;
achieves new learning
by relying on concrete
operations and
experimentation;
develops logical
precision with
quantitative problems.
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Biological Damain

Develops primary and
secondary z.lxual
dharacteristics;
eqoeriences dhanging
of voice; changes in
physical size, strength,
and Shape; reaches
98 percent of adult
height by end of
adolescent growth spurt.

Cognitive Domain

Developes mature
thinkimgprocesses and
ability to conceptualize;
can abstract
the present; thinks about
self in social world;
begins to assess own
ability against others;
develops greater aware-
ness of moral issues and
politics; begins to take
moral and political
stands; increases
interaction of gender
and culture affecting
moral end social values.



Early Childhood
4 - 7 Years

Middle Childhood
8 - 10 Years

The Child as Meaning Maker

Early Adolescence
11 - 15 Years

Social Domain

Begins to understand
the point of view of
others; starts to think
about Ismrbis or her
ideas and actions are
seen by others; plays
with words and ideas;
shares and dramatizes
stories and lore of the
cczmunity; indicates
that fantasy, dramatic
play, and egocentrism
are still very
important in all
aspects of development.

Social Dwain

?articipates actively
with peer group; play
games with defined
rules and rituals; is
increasingly responsive
to deliberate
instruction; adheres to
rules as absolute;
allows parents and
teachers to structure
and guide actions;
compa2es self to peers
and begins to expand and
emphasize importance
of peer group.
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Social Danain

Shows increased desire
for autonomy; displays
salience of identity
ard competence issues;
increases peer
orientation; manifests
heightened awareness of
sex and its effect on
individual and peer group
relationships; places
self in peer group;
continues strong identity
with and need for family.
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Children's Psycboe" Eeeds, By Age Group

The Primary /ears
Four to Seven
(Bredekamp, 1987;
Katz, 1977)

Middle Childhood
Eight to Ten
(Cohen, 1972);
Elkind, 1974)

Early Adolescence
Blown to Fiftem
(Eccles & ley,
1988; Lipsitz, 1984)

Deep sense of
personal and emotional
safety, psychological
connectedness, and
trust.

Psychological safety

I)sitive feelings
toward self and
a sense of persoLal
mastery.

fe environment
to explore autonomy and
identity issues and to
dwelop understanding
of multiple changes that
are occuring.

Adequate self-
esteems measured
against the criteria
established by home,
fmuily, community, and
ethnic group.

Child and adult
models who
exemplify amd help
children develop
qualities the
community values
and wants them to
acquire

Esteem and Self-Vorth

Realistic perception
,-)f self and others

lu terms of life's
circumstances;
flexible group alignments
and strong friendships.

Meardngful
opportunities to develop
competence and
achievement through
participation in the
community.

Connectedness to Mu lts & Peers

Relatedness and ability
to develop deep and wartu
connections.
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Cpportunities
to explore
and define identity znd
to discover talents in
collaboration viith same
and opposite aendar
adults and peers.
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The Primary' Years

FOUX tO Seven
Middle Childhood
Eight to Ten

Early Adolescence
Eleven to lifteen

Authoritative
and clear direction
from caring and
responsive adults.

Caring Guidance

Relatedness and
connectedness to the
community; experiences
developing capacities
and responsibilities in
new contexts.

ellacture and well-
defined limits developed
and enforced jointly by
adults and peers.

Adults and
peers to help deepen,
construct, and make
sense of the child's
many worlds against
real life contexts.

natellectual Competence and Achievement

Independent and
open thinking, combined
with encouragement to
seek and accept
assistance in new
content damains.

Opportunities
to extend and test
cognitive capacity for
abstract thinking through
a multiplicity of
activities, experiences,
relationships.

Apolied and Varied Learning Experiences

&Teriences
that are inherently
satisfying, interesling,
aad authentic,
constructed by children
on the basis of their
own conception of the
world.

Curiosity and
creativity developed
'17 expanding and

reorganizing
eapecially in
science and the arts.

Physical and
social activity through
which to explore and
define experiences
associated with physical,
social, emotional, and
intellectual changes.

Relationships
with adults who are
clear and confident
ahout thier values and
who work towards those
values
conviction.

Role Models and Values

Recovery and needs
coping strength;
opportunities to regain
equilibrium in the face
of challenges and
obstacles.
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Affirming interactions
with both adult and peer
role models who represent
the community's moral
standards and values;
experiences with
others exploring ways
to achieve agreed vo:m.
ethical standards.
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teacher development in professional practice

scbcols with both optimism and caution. "We are optimistic because we

think the time is ripe for the =cation of professional practice schools

and because we know from our own and other's experience that teacher

development can improve teaching and schools. We are cautious because we

also know that, in the name of professional development, educators have

made mistakes. Tao often, structured activities and programs have upheld

t:-Le status-quo rather than change it, perpetuating the ',paternalistic

system that reinforces 'schooling as usuaPle (Lambert, 1988, po. 666). Tie

define, therefore, our use of the phrase teacher development and

distinguish

developnert.

it from competing notions of inservice education and staff

To our way of thinking, the term inservice education has become

synonymous with training and implisi a deficit model of education. In the

National Society of Student Education Yearbook on Inservice (Henry, 1957),
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contributors such as H. Niles and A. H. Passaw focused on the technical

at:pects of teaching. After the launching of Sputnik, coincidentally the

same year that the Yeadbcx01: was published, the idea of teacher insexvioe

as remedial training took hold. Subject matter specialists from the arts

and science faculties in universities were enlisted to write

uteacher-proofu curricula. Teacher institutes, funded under the National

Defense and Educational Act OCIE20, proliferated. These institutes were

designed either to train teachers to use new, externally developed

instructimal materials or to update teachers' academic thinking in tne

content areas. The many ;failures of this approach to professional

development have been carefully documented (Sarason, 1982). OEM:might

suppose that the notion of inservice education as training died a quiet

death same time ago. Sadly, this is not the case. In many districts and

schools, professional development still implies a deficit training model.

AsseMblies filled with an entire school staff still dot the landscape of

allocated Hstaff development days. Outside eyperts still transmit Hthe

word!, to the unanointed, be it assertive discipline, mastery teaching, or

the elements of effective schools. Teachers are viewed as uthe passive

recipie:Its of someone else's knowledge, (Miller, in press), rather than as

sources of knowledge themselves or as active participants in their own

growth and development.

The term staff development, on the other hand, implies a. broader

notion of professional growthone with which we are more, but not

totally, comfortable. In the midseventies, a. major shift in the research

on and writing about staff development is exemplified by the findings of

the Fend Change Agent Study (McLaughlin & Marsh, 1978), Goodlad's analysis

of the Leagne of Cooperating Schools (1979), and Ball and Louck's work on

teacher concerns (1979). This shift is most notable for its emphasis on

the school as an organization and the connect' n that it makes between
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the development of teachers as individuals and the development of the school

as a whole. Over a decade ago, we defined staff development as ',working with

at least a portion of a staff over a. period of time with the necessary

supportive conditionsu (1979). While this approach to teacher development

was more broadly construed than inservice training, it often, though not

always, assumed that the role of development was to assist teachers in either

adopting an externally designed program, making adaptations to some

technological innovations, or implementing a fedora...or state program.

We will therefore use the words teacher development when we write and

talk about professional growth activities in a. professional practice schoo!

By teacher development, we mean continuous inquiry into practice. In terms

of professional development, we see the teacher as a ureflective

practitioneru (Schon, 1983, 1987), someone whohas a ',tacit knowledge baseu

and who then builds on that knowledge base through on-going inquiry and

analysis, continually rethinking and reevaluating values and practices.

Teacher development is not only the renewal of teaching, but it is also the

renewal of schools. Teacher development is, in effect, culture building. In

the following pages, we first provide a framework for developing a culture of

inquiry in a scbool; then, we consider Professional growth activities

awropriate to that culture; and, finally, we discuss some of the problems

and dilemmas that must be recognized and worked through to maintain and

support teacher development in professional practice schools.

Building a Culture of Support for Teacher Inquiry

Having made the case for teacher development as continuous inquiry into

practice, we are well aware of the complexity of this notion, the difficulty

of transforming it into reality, and thn necessity of having, or creating, a

culture in the school that supports teachers as they become active
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inquirers into the process of teaching and learning. FOrtnnately, in the

last few years, research and practice have provided some important

insights about haw to constitute such a culture. Five elements have

emerged as essential:

o norms of colleagueship, openness, and trust;

o cpportunities and time for disciplined inquiry;

o teacher's learning content-in-csontext;

o reconstruction of leadership roles; ani

o networks, collaborations, and coalitions.

They combine to create a culture of support for teachers engaged in

continuous inquiry.

Colleagueshio, Openness, and Trust

Little (1981, 1936) in what has become a benchmark study on staff

development, followed six urban schools as they became involved ir

district-sponsored staff development. Her findings indicate that norms of

colleagueship and experimentation are most responsible for the successful

implementation of new programs. In schools where the principal actively

engaged with teachers and announced expectations for and modeled behaviors

of colleagueship, there was increased support for self examination,

risk-taking, and collective reflection on practice. When teachers and

principals observed each other in classrooms, had time to talk about what

they were doing, and worked to find solutions for commonly defined

pmeblems, the life of the teachers ir the school improved. Traditions of
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privacy, practicality, and isolation (Lieberman & Miller, 1984) were

replaced by shared ownership of issues, a, willingness to consider

alternative explanations for practices and behaviors, and a desire to work

Logether as colleagues. In effect, creating an innovative staff

development organization to support a new program, the staff was building

a new culture for the school and defining new ways of being for themselves

as teachers.

As Little (1986) writes,

The successful program rested on long-term habits of shared work and

shared problem solving among teachers. Such patterns of mutual

assistance, together with mechanisms by which teachers can emerge as

leaders on matters of curriculum and instruction are also typical.

(p. 42).

fhese notions of shared work, shared problem solving, mutual assistance,

and teacher leadership in curriculum and instruction are--to our mind--the

cornerstones of a school culture that supports continuous inquiry into

practice.

Rosenholtz (1989), in her study of the school as a workplace, adds to

our understanding of the effects of the norms Little describes

Rosenholtz categorizes schools as being either "learning-enriched,' or

"learning-impoverished." Learning-enriched schools had collaboratie

goals at the building level, minimum uncertainty, positive teacher

attitudes, principal support of teachers to the point of removing

barriers, and support for collaboration rather than completion. On the

other hand, ln learning-impoverished schools, there were no clear or

shared values, teachers rarely talked to each other, work was perceived as

routine, and both self-reliance and isolation flurished. In the

learning-impoverisTived schools, teachers, with no vehicle for discussion or
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shared reflection, retreated to their individual classrooms, kept qpiet

about their successes and failures--and, afraid of being found

inadequater-assmned a public stance, as experts. In the learning-enriched

schools, teachers, who shared their successes and failures, were more

willing to identify and explore common problems and seek common

solutions. The myth of expertise was replaced by the reality of

collective struggle and discovery. Like Little, Rosenholtz provides

evidenee that colleagueship and collaboration patrvide some of the

necessary conditions for teachers to reconceptualize their work, to engage

in active investigations about their practices, and to expect that

professional learning and growth are part of their work life in schools.

°ppm:I-amities and Time for Disciplined Inquiry

In a schoolwhere teachers assume leadership in curricalum and

instruction and where reflective action replaces routinized practice,

providing opportunities and time for disciplined inquiry into teaching and

learning becaues crucial. Unlike traditional school vattings,

professional practice schools are places where teachers, sometimes working

with university scholars and sometimes working alone, do research on, by,

and for themselves. Professional practice schools must provide the

conditions that allow teachers to develop the skills, perspective, and

confidence to do their own systematic investigation.

The notion of teacher-as-researcher is not new. Writing over 20 years

ago, Schaefer (1967), then dean at Teachers College, COlumbia University,

urged that schools should organize as ',centers of inquiry. More

recently, Myers (1989), then president of the California Federation of

Teachers, and now executive director of the National Council of Teachers

of English, argued that ',school site teacher-research projects are a basic

requirement of the current second wave of school refonnu (1). 1). The
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case, then, has been made for teacher msearch, but the question remains:

Haw do schools organize themselves and create the necessary conditions so

that teacher research is encouraged, supported, and used?

The answer, we suspect, is not to hold externally-driven workshops on

resexnah methods and then ask achool staffs to apply the findings to

classroom practice. Rather, ths researdh sensibility must be infused into

the laily life and work of the school. Such an infusion takes time and

oonmitment. It begins with an acknowledgment of the importance of norms

of colleagueship and experimentation; it builds on shared problem

identification and a mutual search for solutions; it depends on taking a

risk in the classroom; it requires the support of colleagues. Let us

present a case in point.

Mary George is a first graae teacher in a school trying to organize

itself around Schaefer's notion of the schools as centers of inquiry

(1987). For over a year, she and her colleagues have been meeting in

grads-level teams and in school-wide forums. The question, with which the

faculty has been grappling over the year, is ',How do we understand more

about hcrw children learn? Mary has had no formal training in research.

What she does have is a. very specific problen that has been troubling her

and other teachers for some time Namely, haw do children approach the

new words they encounter in their reading? Like her colleagues, Mary has

been torn between phonics and whole language approaches but has been wary

about accepting one to the exclusion of the other. She and her prowlem go

into class one day, and when she generates a list of words that students

miss in an initial reading of a urbig book, she begins a spontaneous

ioguiry into haw children learn new words. She asks the children, ',How

many of you could figure out the word left?fl One boy raises his hand and

explains haw he sounded out the word, beginning with the initial consonant

and moving on to the vowel and the final consonant sounds. Raising hers,

a girl begins to explain tha -he knew the story was about hands, and she
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knows that people have left and right hands, and she knew that the word in

question began w591 1, so she figured out that the wordniust be left. A

third Child, another girl, her hand also raised, tells the class that she

knew the word because she saw it in another book. She proudly finds the

other book in the classroom library and shows it to the class.

This simple experiment that Mary George conducted in her classroom

was, actually, the beginning of research. George acknowledged later, in

discussing with her colleagues what she did in class, that she considered

her initial question an enormous risk. Though she had never approached

her teaching as research before, she acknowledged that the ethos of

inquiry that dominated the school and the support she knew she would get

from her colleagues gave her the courage to risk her experiment. She was

delighted with the results, as were the rest of the first grade teachers

who each took George's question to her next class. Together, the first

grade teachers began putting together the pieces of the puzzle of word

recognition in a way that made sense to them and had value for their

classroom practices. Eventually, perhaps it can be shared with other

teachers through presentations at conferences, in published papers or

electronic networks, and thus help teachers outeide George's school,

Teacher research can be more complex and more sophisticated than Nary

George's spontaneous inquiry. But we should not let sophistication and

complexity become the criteria by which we judge disciplined inquiry into

practice. Rather, the importance of the question, the legitimacy of the

sources of data, and the usefulness of the results should guide our

practice. What is important is that authentic teacher research develops

in an environment wre culture building and professional colleagueship

are also being nurtured and sustained.
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Teacher Learning of content in Context

One may argue that all of this talk about teacher deveiopment as

continuous inquiry into practice is long on process and short on content,

that it places too much value on reflection and sharing and not enough

value on what is being reflected upon andwhat is being shared. As Cooper

"In professional settings, when teachers are mved to(1963) reminds us,

share, it is usually because they are proud of something they have done

with children." At the present moment, we think there is reason to be

proud of what we call content-i2-context learning, reason to share these

approaches, and reason to make them the centerpiece of curriculum and

instruction in professional practice schools.

Unlike the call for "cultural literacy" and "core learnings" the

movement for content-in-context learning acknowledges the complexity of

the educational enterprise without relinquishing the mission that

educators have to teach children something of enduring value. Central to

this school of thought is the nofion that students came to school with a

wealth of prior knowledge and ongoing access to experience that can be

tapped to motivate and ground school learling. As our discussion unfolds,

it should become obvious why this .pproach to instruction is so compatible

with teacher development as we've defined it. There are many examples of

content-in-context learning, including the writing process approach, whole

language learning, math through manipulation, hands-on science, and "the

PDxfire approach" (Wigginton, 1988).

These approaches to instruction both engage teachers in focusing on

student-oriented learning and change the ground rules for teacher learning

and development. What distinguishes these approaches to curriculum and

instruction from the curricular reforms of past movements is the:r focus

not only on student mtivation and student-centered curricula but also

increasingly on the facilitative role of the teacher. The approaches

offer practical examples of haw to act upon the new understandings
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emerging from recent research on cognition. Insights such as those

recognizing fhe need to provide problem-solving activities and the fact

that solving problems requires a mix of social and cognitive skills go

along with research that indicates that students need different modes of

instruction (some need loose structures to invent; others need direct

instruction before they can learn under conditions of structural

looseness), are helping to inform new curricular and instructional demands

on teachers (Devaney & Sykes, 1988).

One example of the change in ways teachers learn in practice is being

carried out by Wiggingon through Foxfire, Fbxfire, much more than a

publication, is a style of education best characterized as having the

following ingredients:

o All work teachers and students do together must flow from student

desire.

o Connections of the work to the surrounding community and the real

world outside the classroom are clear.

o The work is characterized by student action rather than passive

reception of processed information.

o A constant feature of the process is its emphasis on peer teachirg

small group work, and teamwork.

o The role of the teacher is that of collabcrator and team leader and

guide, rather than boss or the repository of all knowledge.

o There oust be an audience beyond the teacher for student work.
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o The araemic integrity of the work must be absolutely clear.

As tbe year progresses, new activities should grow out of the old. As

the students become more thoughtful participants in their own

education, the goal must be to help then beoane increasingly able and

willing to guide their own learning, fearlessly, for the rest of their

lives. (Wigginton, 1988, p. 26)

We think these nine "ingredients" incorporate many of the principles

of curriculum and instruction implied in contemporary research on

cognition. We also believe that this style of education happens best in

an environnent that values openness and collaboration and encourages

disciplined inquiry. If professional practice schools are, in fact,

centers of inquiry, where continuous teacher development is the norm, then

the content-in-context style of education provides much of the substance

around which inquiry may be focused. But, as we cautioned earlier,

experimenters must continuously examine these process approaches to

student learning and teacher facilitaion. If the approach is working,

students' products must grow in complexity and thought. For example,

student writing should include lots or revision, during which process

clarity should improve and better images should deepen. A, process

approach should, eventually, engage students in alinking critically,

writing better, and moving beyond subjects like "What I did on my summer

vacation." Better process does not automatically man better producth.

Both process and prcducts must -- scrutinized by teachers and students for

their significance, depth, and enhanced uuderstanding. We are talking not

about pamaceas but about developtient of "habits of min& that make it

legitimate to continually ask questions of practice.
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Reconstruction of Leaership Roles

In traditional school settings, leadership is defined by one's

position in the organization. Principals lead; teachers do mot. In

professional practice schools, the whole concept of leadership is being

reconstructed. Sergiovanni (1987) makes what we think is a. useful

dis'anction between technical and rinriagerial conceptions of leadership and

cultural leaderships. Ere writes:

In human enterprises such as the profession of teaohing and schooling,

technical and managerial conceptions should always be subordinate to

human needs and actions and should always be practiced in service of

human ends. Cultural leadershipby accepting the realities of the

human spirit, by emphasizirg the importance of meaning and

significance, and by acknowledgirg the concept of professional freedom

linked to values and norms that make up a. moral ordercares closer bo

the point of leadership. (p. 127)

Sergiovanni is proposing that principals learn to think and act as leaders

in ways different fraa those of custom and tradition. According to

Sergiovanni, leaders lead by purpose and empowerment, exercising power but

of a different sort than usually practiced. Theirs is "power to

azoomplish" rather than "pawer over people and events." They practice the

concept of "leadership density... the extent to which leadership roles are

shared and the extent to which leadership is broadly exercised ..." (p.

122). When so construed, leadership, something that both administrators

and teachers have and use, becomes an essential ingredient in transfo,..wing

schools into centers of inquiry.

FOr principals, life in sudh a setting requires a radical shift in

attitudes and behaviors. In a compelling 'tudy of two high school

principals, Derrington (1989) brings home the difficulty building
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Aftinistrators have in making the tramition fran technical and managerial

leadership to cultural leadcrsuip. In the transition, he identifies three

major steps with subsets:

Tradition

The boss

Branch manager

Adversarial

Views teachers as
Objective for
Improvement

works through
Directive

Rewards and
pumishes

Transition

The lone ranger

Hero

Competitive

Views teachers as
Vehicle for
improvement

Works through
Small groups

Builds
coalitions

Trarssfo=tim

Parallel leadership

Hero maker

C011egial [sic]

Views teachers as
Partner for
improvement

works through
Collaboration and
power equalization

Solves problems

(p. 180).

For teachers, it is equally difficult to assume new roles. Wesley

(1989) uncoversmany of the tensions and dilemmas that tiacher leaders

face as they assume new roles in schools. She notes that all the teacher

leaders she studied felt constrained by timetime to both teach and lead

effectively and time to work collaboratively with their colleagues.

Teacher leaders were often confused about the primary purpose of their

positions; were they to support teachers or were they to support

administrators? In addition, they had a tough time dealing with their

colleagues in their new leadership roles. The egalitarian ethic dominates

teaching, and many teachers have difficulty in recognizing one of their

own as a leader. To paraphrase George Orwell's epigram, the notion that
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all teachers are egpal bui; some teachers axe more equal than others goes

against the grain. Host importantly, the success of teacher leadership

depended on the principal's ability to make the transition from

traditional to transformative or cultural leadership.

It is clear, then, that one of the tasks a professional practice

school faces is to make the transition frau bweaucratic and hierarchical

modes of leadership to alteLmative forms. That this process is difficult

and fraught with tension must be acknowledged. What also must be

acknwledged is that in schoolswhere principals and teachers together

make the transition, there exists the real possibility for colleagueship,

collaboration, and the development of a new and fruitful professional

culture. In schools where teachers are making responsible, well-grounded

decisions about iaetruction in their classrooms and where principals are

supportive of those decisions, the possibility for continuous learning

takes root. One such example showswiut this could look like. soo Hoo

(1989) describes a collaborative project in which she, in collaboration

with another principal and a univ-rsity faculty member, engaged teachers

in a discussion of the misuses of standardized tests. Teachers generated

such qmstions expressing their concern as:

o How do we know students are learning?

o Hcm :3c) we capture the data available in our classrooms?

o What are some new ways of displaying student achievement?

Teachers kept journals, while the university researcher made observations

and helped with additional data collection techniques (Xerchner, 1989).

Through monthly meetings and discussion about the information teachers

collect and use, as well as about alternatIve sources of data, the

principal helped a culture of inquiry develop. In this case the
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principal, teacher., and university researchers provided the group with

the impetus to examine the frustrations of testing and free a variety of

understandings about assessment, which in turn led to other subjects for

ingpiry. Again, the description and practice begin to show us how to

think about and engage teachers.

httiorks CoLlaborations, and Coalitions

While it is important to concentrate energies on the specific school

site, it is also important to develop avport systems outside of the

school. Too often schools in the process of radical transformation suffer

from the nfunny farm syndrome,' (Goodlad, 1988). They stand out in their

district as different and, therefore, often threatening. Teachers

involved in professional practice schools may find they have a difficult

time explaining just what they're about to colleagues within their own

district and that the support they need fran the immediate environment is

missing. Forming networks, collaborating, and creating or joining

coalitions can combat the ',funny farm syndrome, in providing support and

encouragement for teachers who continue to experiment, to question, and to

work to change common practices in an effort to improve education for

children.

Networks, collaborations, and coalitions take many forms. They maybe

informal collections of people or thLy may be more formalized partnerships

among institutions. In any case, such groupings share scue common

characteristics. They are alternative in nature, share a common purpose,

exchange information and psychological support, are voluntary, and are

based on equal 2articipation of all members (Parker, 1979).
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Tbe Puget Sound Elucational Consortium and the Southern Maine

Partnership are both members of the National Network for Educational

Renewal, a national coalition of school/university partnerships. In both

Washington and Maim, the partnerships serve more to connect people across

schools and districts than to connect schools to the uhiversity. In both

settings, groups of teachers come togetbar regularly to discuss and act on
matters of common concern. In the past two years, groups of teadiers have

dealt with issues of equity, teachers, leadership, restrur:turing schools,

grouping practices, early childhood education, and students at-risk. The

groups/ power stems from the fact that they are self directed, define

their own agendas, and provide the opportunity for teachers of like mind

and like disposition to exchange experiences and ideas in an atmosphere of

support and common understanding. People involved claim that group

participation 1,rovides the support they need to return to their schools

with renewed energy and commitment.

The Coalition of Essential Schools is an example of collaboration at

the national level, where schools are drawn together by a cannon purpose

and a clearly defined mission. The Coalition grew out of the work of Ted

Sizer (1984) and comprises' over 40 high schools who ascribe to a set of

principles that involve different roles for teachers as generalists and

students as workers and a different conception of the school curriculum;

uless is more,' has become the credo of the group. Though the Coalition

does not provide much opportunity for face-to-face interaction among

teachers at member schools, it does serve as a source of support for

schools, many of wham are isolated in their districts and who look to a

national movement to help legitimate their local efforts.

The American Federation of Teachers Cb-ler for Restructuring also

helps teachers, schools, and school districts involved in restructuring

through networks of common interest, publication of a bimonthly
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newsletter, Radius; and oonferences and meetings on subjects of =moll

concern. A leadership network, the Urban Eistrict Leadership Consortium,

brings together superintendents, school board members, and union

presidents of districts involved in education reform.

Networks, collaborations, and coalitions need not be as formal as

those we've discuc:fred here. Through the Philadelphia Teachers Learning

Cooperative (Buchanan et al., 1434), teachers come together on an informal

basis once a month tJ di;cuss preassigned reading. In other cities and

towns, teechers have joined to form qmall resource centers where they can

meet to discuss issues, exchange ideas, learn about effective practices,

and develop learmingmatexials.

Whole schools, like individual teachers, can become isolated and

estranged from the mainstream. Both must reach out beyond traditional

borders and create sources of support, challenge, and legitimacy.

Teachers who see themselves as part of a school in the process of change

must also see themselves as part of a profession in the process of

change. In that way, the norms and values of the school become part of a

larger social system, one that sustains improvement and enoourages it.

Tember Developmant in 'Professional Practice Schools

The five elements that combine to create a culture of support for

teacher inquiry do not take root quickly. It takes time for change to

happen, even in a school that defines itself as different. Teacher

development activities must occur alongside the development of the new

school culture. In fact, teacher culture and development are part of the
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same process in a. professional practice school. This means that

activities for teacher development are

o designed around notions of colleaguesbip, openness, :And trust;

o provide time and space for disciplined inquiry;

o focus on teacher learning of content in context;

o provide opportunities that lead to new leadership roles; and

o lead to networking activities and coalition building beyond the

tcundaries of the school.

Several examples of activities for teacher development that seem to

combine these elements and hole particular promise for professional

practice schools follow.

Teacher study groups. Such groups meet regularly to discubs an agreea

upon topic or theme. Teachers rotate leadership of the group. The role

of the designated teacher-leader is to select a common reading and to make

it available to all group masters before the meeting, to structure

discussion by preparing a question or problem to answer, to facilitate

discussion, to ensure that minutes of the meeting are taken and

distributed, and finally to guide the group in making a decision about the

direction the next meeting should take. In general, teacher study groups

take place outside of the school in an informal setting around a pot-luck

meal or similar occasion to eat together.
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Curriculumwitino. Groups of teachers work together over time with

the intention of developing an instructional program for use in the

classroom. The product varies as the task varies and may take the form of

a guide for teaching, an inventory of classroom practices, a statement of

expectations of learners and teachers, a program evaluation, a set of

recommendations for program design--anything that meets the needs,

interests, and inventiveness of the teachers involved (Miller, 1989).

Teachers initiate and lead curriculum writing groups, which function as

long as it takes to complete a task, allowing teachers the opportunity to

move in and out of groups as time and interest permits.

Teacher research projects. Such projects may be individually or group

initiated. The project begins with the identification of a problem that

matters to someone. Even though one person's problem may seem trivial to

someone else, it is important to assume that each individual or group

engaged in research has a legitimate concern that needs to be addresfA4d.

The goal of the research is both to understand practice and to improve

it. The majority activity of teacher research is the collection and

analysis of data. Data collection need not be cumbersome or overly

technical. Data can be collected through Observation, informal

interviewing, journal entries, and brief surveys. Researchers do not have

to worry about doing complex statistical analyses or proving the

generalizability of findings, since the problem under consideration is

usually idiosyncratic to the people involved or to the specific school.

Often timPq, teacher research is published informally for the information

and use of other faculty.
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Pe-r observation. Teachers, usually in pairs, make informal contracts

to visit each other's classroam and to observe each other's teaching.

Sometimes, the visitor noncentrates on the behaviors and practices of the

teacher being observed. At aher times, the visiting teachel focuses on

the actions of the students or of one or two students in paiticular. In

any event, the purpose of the observation is mutually determined before

the visit takes paace. Afterwards, the visitor and the observed take time

to discuss what happened. It is the role of the visiting teacher to

provide descriptive feedback to the practicing teacher, and it is the role

of the teacher observed to make sense of the fced,,ack, either alone, or in

consultation with the visiting teacher. The contract, renegotiated after

each visit, may be altered or terminated at any mutually aareed upon

point.

case conferences. These meetings engage teachers in a method of

problem solving usually reserved for medical personnel and social

workers. In the case conference, a group of teachers agree to meet to

discuss cases of individual students. The person presenting the case is

responsible for developing a history of the child in school, a description

of behaviors, attitudes, or academic concernr. The task of the other

group members is to pose questions that help clari-y the issues at hand

and to offer suggestions for solving any problem. Each meeting focuses

exclusively on one case. Participants rotate in presenting cases to the

group.

Program evaluation and documentation. Teaehers want to evaluate

current practices as part of an ongoing 7nvestigation of what works and

what doesn't work for children. As new programs are put in place, new
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textbooks adopted, new practices of grouping students initiated, new

approaches to instruction implemented, and alternative modes of assessment

designed, teachers can collect information useful for future decision

making. Using the techniques of teachers, research, an evaluation team

oollects data on a program or approach that the faculty as a whole has

decided is worth investigating. The evalualion team analyzes the data and

presents its findings to the faculty for consideration and action. The

role of the evaluation team is not to judge effectiveness, but rather to

oollect data for decision making by the larger faculty.

Trying out new practices. Experimenting with innovative techniques

with systematic support from colleagues is one way to make it easier for

teachers to try and fail and try again, without quick retreats to routine,

safe ways of doing things. As teachers become interested in

oontent-in-context learning approaches, they may want to experiment wi'.h

process-writing, begin a FOxfire project, or incorporate experiential

laarning activities into their teaching. We have found that the cl,oser

change gets to the individual classroom, the riskier it gets. Whe- a

cadre of teachers decides to try out something together, it is easi3r to

everiment and take risks (Little, 1986). lach a group follows this

pattern. Teachers

o commit to implement a new approach;

o agree to meet regularly to discuss what is happening to them

personally in their classrooms;

o contract to observe each other and to provide feedback on the new

praeice;
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o agree to susmend all judgment and evaluation of themselves and others;

o work together to become comfortable with what they are doing and to

support each other in doing it better; and

o give themselves ample time to try and fail and try and succeed.

In the end, teachers become confident abcdut new practices and make

decisions about whether to incorporate them into their existing

repertoire, to modify them to suit individual needs, or to reject them as

not helpful in improving their teaching.

Teacher resource centers. Such centers can be easily structured

within a school. A small roam off the library or media center, a

converted stockroam, a renovated space hidden somewhere in the

building--all suffice. We have sen teachers' resource roams in the

basements of buildings, even in old rest rooms. The place doesn't matter;

what matters is that a place exists where teachers come together in the

school to read journals, view educational videos, peruse books and

catalogs, or simply eng,4e in informal, professional conversation. We

suspect, however, even in a professional practice school, there will still

be a need for a traditional teachers' lounge, where staff can banter and

gripe as an antidote to the tensions that came with teaching. The teacher

resource roam, then/ serves as an alternative to the lounge, with

alternative norms, expectations, and interaction among colleagues during

the school day.
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Participation in outside evanaxollomanizations. Teachexe can make

connections outside of the boundaries of the school where they work every

day through joining out-of-school groups and activities. Provisiln for

teachers to visit other schools, which are engaged in reform and

restructuring efforts, are a valuable way for broadening perspectives,

becoming energetic, and considering new ideas. When teachere are actually

practicing new approaches or subjects and bave already bad same zuccess,

opportunities to teach others about bow they have learned become another

powerful means cf professional development. 3ttendance at regional

imnferences is another way that teachers can reach out and connect with

kindred spirits in schools. Participation in partnerships wi%h

universities and business, involvement in coalitions with other agencies,

membership in a formal network of teachers or schools is yet another

avenue for growth and development.

In this partial listing of the kinds of teachers' development

activities possible as part of the general organization of a professional

practice school, we emphasize that none of the approaches we suggest is an

',add onn; none is initiated outside of the worklife concerns of teachers;

none is designed for teachers by others. Each teacher contributes to th:

development of a new school culture; each acknowledges that the major goal

of teacher development is continuous inquiry into practice.

Teacamtr Donalopmmat - Ctganging Siladamit and Adult Corking Conditions

Our view of teacher development ends where it began, recognizing that

engaging teachers in creating professional practice schools cannot be

isolated from the larger vision of designing schools that work for all

students. This means taat the entire school becomes iavolved in
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diseussion and action around the issues of teaching and learning, such as

uncovering new knowledge about how students learn, understanding diverse

multicultural populations of students, as well as dmeloping sensitivities

to changing cultural contextsall concerns that call for LBW' ways of

thinking about and organizing teaching to enable students to participate

in their own learning.

Teachers, long engaged in successful and unsuccessful private

struggles with their students, need to create and work in structures that

are both collective ard collaborative. The isolated clammxmzmust give

way to genuine colleagueship just Ls the insulated school must expand to

include the whole community. This means that the workplace for both

stulents and a&ultsuust change, for they are intimately connectckiwith

each other. We know that teacher development involves teachers in

learning about haw to work together, how to make collective decisions, and

how to structure continuous opportunities for their own growth. But, at

the same time, teachers must be constantly involved in new learning about

studentstheir motivation, engagement, connection and mperiencethrough

paacticing new ways of teaching and providIng for new ways of student

learning. These two strands represent two distinct paxts of teacher

development, each part taking time, energy, and new knowledge.

We are cautious about predicting that positive changes in the adult

workplace will lead to positive changes in the students' learning

environment, or the other way around. The two environments connect only

if connections are made explicitly. It is ossible for teachers to

participate on school site committees, to be involved in greater

decision-making, and to deal with conflict and negotiate contracts for

greater teacher participtIo.% Ln the running of a school without changing

what goes on in classrooms. And conversely, it is possible for several

teachers to run classrooms clAractexized 1....fy cooperative-learning teams,
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student-centelva learning, and a focus on problem-solving activities

without addressing the need for school-wide structures that promote

collegiality and continuous inquiry, which in turn support efforts to

improve learning for students.

We are optimistic, however, that what happens to students, teachers,

and schools will not happen in isolation, becaurdo professional practice

schools can indeadvalue, promote, organize, and practice teacher

development by explicitly connecting it to student development.

Professional practice schools can provide a variety of learning

environments where students can be active learners and a work paace for

the tJachers and other staff, rich in a-ntinuous inquiry, peer discussion,

and increased opportunities for adult learning.
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In a series of recent papers, the AFT Task Dorce on Professional

Practice Schools proposed the creation of schools °designed to be the

institutional base for teaching as a profession.° Known as professional

practice schools, Levine and Gendler (1988) explain that such

organizations would be:

local public elesiertarror secondary schools specially designed by a

oollaborative of university, school district, and taachers, unions.

Their purpose [would te] threefold: to support student success; to

provide a professional induction program for new teachers; and to

support systematic inquiry directed toward the improvement of

practice. (p. 27)

Those who worked in than would construe teaching as neither standardized

nor prescriptive, stressing instead the reflective, inquiring, situational

and analytic aspects of professional practice. This orientation,

inventors of the professional practice school concept argue, would lead to

teaching that is more tailored to students, needs and, so, more likely to

lead to student success.

Professional practice schools would he organizations attentive to

teacher as well as student learning because the two are integrally

related. They would include well-designed, teacher izflLenced clinical
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education programs for preservice and induction-year teachers as well as

opportunities for on-going prof' "cdonal development. In this regard,

professional practice schools imply an equal partnership of elementary and

secondary school teachers with college faculty in the preparation of new

teachers.

By proposing that schools be centers of inquiry, the professional

practice school concept places considerable emphasis on the importance of

developing usable knowledge about teaching at the school and classroom

level. It envisions an institution in which school and campus-based

educators will work toward articulating and utilizing knowledge about

teaching and Laming generated by teachers as well as by campus-based

researchers in the preparation of new teachers, and in the on-going work

of experienced teachers (Levine & Gendler, 1988). Professionalization of

teaching would evolve as a result of teachers, greater responsibility for

(1) the preparation of others who enter the profession; (2) the production

of knowledge about teaching and learning; and (3) the development of

standards of adequate teaching performance. Professional practice

schools imply a teaching profession with greater responsibility for

preparing and monitoring the performance of its members. According to

Levine & Gendler, professional practice schools will ',address the two

issues at the top of the public education agenda today--the problem of how

to restructure schools to support student learning and the problems of

professionalizing teaching,' (p. 27).

There are other proposals for restructuring schools, creating new

kinds of relations with teacher preparation institutions, profession-

alizing teaching, and, of course, *proving student learning.1 The

concept of professional practice schools, however, represents the

emergence of teachers, voices in the conversation about school reform.

1
See, for example, Tbmorrows teachers: A report of the Holmes Gmup

(1986), and the Carnegie TE,sk Force report on A nation prepared: Teachers for
the 21st century (1986).
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They join schools of education, state departments of education, and local

districts, all of which have been wrestling with what to do to improve

teaching and learning and all of which have a great stake in the future of

schools and of teaching. And, they join the conversation in an

environment already rich with programs and proposals striving to alter

traditional ways of teaching children and preparing teachers.

Professional practice schools have been proposed in a context that has

only recently become attentive, however, to the role of the school as the

locus for improving teaching and learning, and teachers as a prime source

of professional knowledge. That new attention is growing in the midst of

deeply rooted teacher education traditions that construe the university as

the source of knowledge about teaching. Even though teachers (and often

teacher educators) acknowledge the shortcomings of traditional teacher

education, as yet they have little experience with alternatives. Finally,

professional practice schools have been proposed in the context of a slew

of newly :.mplemented state education policies, many of which reflect a

bureaucratic, hierarchical orientation to reform that emphasizes the

external, centrallzed prescription and monitoring of teachers, work. Such

an approach is different than the emphasis on local program development

and practitioner-generated knowledge intrinsic to professional practice

schools.

This being the environment, what would be involved in designing and

implementing the AIT's vision of professional practice schools? As

teachers and teacher education programs try to create such schools, what

will be likely points of conflict and compatibility between them and the

contexts in which they operate? What kind of formal and informal

stumbling blocks and constraints might such efforts face? What traditions

and standard operating procedures would be challenged? What kinds of

12",
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extant policies would militate against the creation of such insuitutions?

What features of the policy and practice environments would support and

facilitate design and implementation? Per no matter how good the concept

of professional practice schools may be in theory, it is doubtful that it

can be nurtured, and thereby tested in practice, in every locale. Some

settings, because of distant and recent approaches to school and teacher

education reform, will be more hospitable. Others will be less so. If we

wish to attempt professional practice schools, it makes sense to seek

nourishing contexts fcr their inception and development. What might those

contextual features be that work for and against professional practice

schools?

This paper begins an exploration of these questions by playing out the

idea of professional practice schools in light of same of the contexts in

which they would be created. It looks specifically at what is implied for

teacher education institutions and for schools, and the likely interaction

of organizational and professional requirements of professional practice

schools witn extant and up-coming state policies designed to improve

teaching and learning, as well as the status of teachers. For the

discuusion of school/university collaborations, I draw primarily on the

combined experiences of several recent collaborations in Massachusetts

(Neufeld & Haavind, 1988), New York (interviews with teacher educators,

school district, and state personnel knowledgeable about the collaborative

venture in Rochester, NY), and Connecticut (Neufeld, 1989). For the

connections between professional practice schools and state policy I will

present examples of several states, reforms and the likely impact of both

the policy strategy they employ and the content of their policies on

professional practice schools. Massachusetts, New York, Connecticut, and

Florida present fruitful examples with which to play out the interaction

of professional practice schools with a variety of approaches to policy.

These states, policies vary in the extent to which they:
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o employ mandates or encourage volmlbary participation;

o specify the organization and content of teacher education at the

pre-sexvice and induction levels or enable teachers and college

faculty to design programs at the local level; and,

o emphasize teachers as individuals or schools as work organizations in

their reform strategies.

As such, these approaches to policy structure and content provide

contrasting examples uith which to play out the implications of developing

professional practice schools. EXploring tbe implications will enable

those interested in pursuing the possibilities of creating professional

practice schools to extrapolate tc. a variety of state policies and

contexts.

School/University Collaboratices

Traditionally, school/college collaborations form with the goal of

improving the field-ba3ed component of pre-service teacher education by

involving classroom teachers more closely with the progran offered on

campus. Collaborations provide stability in locating and refining field

placements. Teacher educators aia to increase the skill and frequency

with which classroom teachers provide learning opportunities to student

teachers that are congruent with the programs' gcla3s. Often, these

learning opportunities are represented by a set of activities and

experiencesdevelopment of a curriculum ur.".c., experience with whole class

and group instruction, and attendance at parent conferences, for example.

Colleges might prefer to work with classroor teachers who have ptxticular

teaching styles, but teaching style has been less important than the

teacher's willingness to allow the student to practice teaching.
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Collaboretions, then, often are formally shaped by the knowledge,

skill and goals defined by the college: the teacher education program

helps teachers under:staid what it wants students to experience during

student teaching and other fleld experiences. Only rarely do programs

involve teachers as informants to the college on the shape and content of

the field experience or acompanying seminars and methods courses. The

college also determines the standards by which prospective teachers'

teaching will be judged, and retains the authority to judge teaching

quality even though the student's practice has occurred under the tutelage

and eye ct the cooperating teacher. Traditional collaborations require

little or no reform on the part of the larger organizations in wbich they

exist because roles and authority relations remain ftndamentally

unchanged. They maintain the view of teaching as a craft learned, in

large part, through apprenticeship with an experienced mentor.

Professional practice schools, in :ontrast, would require changes in

roles, role relations, ideas about teaching practice and teacher

education, and the allocation of authority. As the APT's Radius :r,evine,

1988) puts it,

Teachers as a faculty, and in collaboratim with administrators and

university faculty, will have to agree upon standards of practice.

They will have to collaboratively evaluate and review practice in

their schools; focus on the individual and collective needs of

students; work together with university faculty in teaching and

conducting research, and supervising interns. (p. 3)

Professional practice schools will pose new challenges because they

require us to alter our image of teachers from one of lone practitioners

working with groups of students to one of members of collegial teaching

teams that support inquiry into practice as a professional norm.
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Prospective and induction-year teachers will need field experiences that

reinforce these new notions of the nature of professional practice (see

Rennedy (1988) for details). In order for them to have such experiences,

the culture of schools--the standard ways of doing things-- will have to

undergo major changes. The prv)fessional practice school will be a new

institution.

What does this new institution with new roles and responsibilities

imply for school/univelmity collaborations in teacher preparation and

induction? Which issues will be similar and which different from those

found in traditional arrangements? What should potential developers of

such schools ke3p in mind as they begin the pzncess? Because such schools

do not exist, the best we can do is imagine how the set of ideas and

proPosed practices differs from what is traditional and play out the

implications as they might develop for teacher preparation programs,

classroom teachers, schools, and school distr:cts.

Inter-Itstitztional Issues of Authority

Involving claasroom teachers and whole schools more seriously in

teacher education, implies increased authority and influence for the

school site. It recognizes that classroom teachers have knowledge and

skill to contribute to teacher education programs, to teacher education

outside of formal programs, and that their role is not merely to better

translate the university's program into school practices. This is easy to

describe, but those developing professional practice schools will have to

grapple with a bundle of thorny issues that logically follow. What kind

of influence should teachers have and who should decide? Night they have

a formal role in evaluating future teachers? In making decisions about

the content of both the fieJd experience and the on-campus components of

teacher education programs? How might teachers, perspectives change what
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and how college faculty teach? How will disagreements be resolved? Who

will decide whether classroom teachers, participation in college courses

is advantageous in general? Whether a particular teacher or faculty

member is sufficiently knowledgeable and skillful? Who, in the

profesional practice school, will be in charge of teacher education and

responsible for its outcomes?

Issues of authority are certainly about control of knowledge, but they

are also about fundamental resources: job descriptions and job security.

New ideas about more equal collaborations may pose immediate threats to

faculty in teacher education institutions because they propose increased

roles for classroom teachers. Faculty may see the shift in authority

suggested by professional practice schools as a zero sum game in which

they lose. Activities in two recently formed collaborations provide

exmmples related to these issues.

The first concerns a university's effort to revise its core teacher

education program. The university is involved with a local school system

in a collaborative enterprise that has as its goal some restructuring of

schools and the creation of clinical training sites. Nonetheless, the

entire revision of the teacher education progrmuhas been planned by

university faculty. Tha program director hopes teachers in the school

district will like and support the revisions. If not, the university will

listen to their suggestions and make changes. This is a familiar model of

program development, one that asks for teacher input after the development

phase of a project. In a professional practice school collaboration, one

might expect teacher involvement at the program design/development stage

in which classroom teachers, experience with student teachers would be

informative. Such involvement, however, requires a major shift in

thinking aboolt roles, expertise, and authority on the pa:A of both college

faculty and school teachers.
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A seuond example of an authority issue concerns the question of lobo

will formally evaluate student teachers when teachers have a greater role

in the clinical aspects of teacher education. Traditionally, the college

has been responsible for assigning the grade even though the cloperating

teacher spends more time with the student teacher. In a professional

practice school in which teachers have a greater role in teacher educatiun

and the development of standards of professional practice, one can imagine

teachers expecting to have the authority to apply those standards to

prospective teachers. C011eges may not be eager to share that authority

with classroom teachers. Although they may support the notion of a

professional paactice schnol, they may feel that they are losing an

important source of authority and 0.-ntrol of teacher education.

Even when faculty are willing to share authority to assign grades to

classroom teachers, un1versity rules and regulations may require changes

to make it possible. At one on-going oollaboration designed to lead to a

restructured school, long-standing university rules passed by the Board of

Trustees require faculty to assign grades for all university woe Unless

the rules are changed, c000erating teachers cannot assign nofficial*,

grades to student teachers. In this instance, even though the professor

assigns the official grade, the cooperating tearber's cAnion of student

teachers is included via a letter of recommendation in the student's file.

Additional evaluationiauthcrity issues will arise as the

apprenticeship model of cne student teacher working with one 000perating

teacher is replaced by arrangements in which students work with an array

of teachers. Not only will the lole of the college have to be

renegotiated, classroom teachers will have to work together to come to

some agreements about the quAility of student teachers, work. This is a

iesired outcome, but one that will requil isiderable time and thought

to implement.
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Scbool District Issues Related to Collaboration

Most often, pzofessional practice schools will begin in school

districts that operate mdpr the traditional systen of school organization

and governance. As a result, in the short run at least, professional

practice schools with their restruotured organization and emphasis on

inquiry and teacher eduaation will be unconventional in thPir settings.

Districts will be in the position of nurturing a new oreanization, whose

successes might be the source of future innovation, while simultaneously

sustaining the old order. In order to pursue the traditional and the new,

school district adninistrators and school committees/boards will have rAae

same iritial decisions about (1) hopes and goals for a professional

practice school, (2) design considerations, (3) implenentation issues and,

ultimately, (4) evaluation of the school as a. whole and its various

components. These decisions will be impartaxg:because they will provide

both a rationale and a process by which districts deal wita the following

kinds of potential complications.

Educational ooncerns. Central office personmea1 will te faced, with

explaining the connection between district goals and objectives and the

educational acivities going on in professional practice schools. For

example, an urban district that is encourPging a professional practice

school may have on the books apalicy tc, improve student achievemnt by

insisting on specific test scores prior "o promotion. The professional

practice school faculty may-wish to improve student achievement not

through the setting of cut-off scores but through an organization that

looks at students, progress over two years instead of one, and that uses

multiple measures of achievement in determining promotion. Even if the

school district allows the professional practice school to pursue its

different approach, one can imagine problems arising for the district and
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fcl: the individual schools. Children in one school will be retainedutile

others with similar, even identical, characteristics will not. Questions

of fairness will be raised, as will questions about whether the district

knoms what will be effective. Some may claim that the district is

nexperimentinrwith or npumishimr the community's children.

Or, imagine that a district adopts an inservice teaching improvement

model such as the one offered by Madeline Ebnter. Teachers in

professional practice schools may have to obtain waivers to exempt

themselves fran the requirement to use the adopted instructional strategy

(and from the associated evaluat:on schemes that often are tied to such

programs). To do otherwise would contradict the definition of

professional practice underlying the professional practice school. The

issue highlights what is frequently a tension be.ween the push toward

standardization and control and that toward development of teachers,

professional judgment in matters of teaching and learning. The dis'..rict

grantinG a waiver would find itself in the position of having to justify

two competing theories of school and teaching improvement.

Ideally, in these and other situations, the professional practice

school and, perhaps, the research and evaluation ofaces of the district

will find themselves designing research/evaluation studles to determine

the relative efficacy of their appioaches to issues of teaching and

learning. Me development of such inquiry as an on-going part of school

policy making is one potential benefit of the professiona: practic

schools' presence in the district. Xt suggests, however, district

commitment to change that extends beyond the walls of the professional

practice school to the district as a whole. (For further discussion, see

Levine, 1988, pf. 18-20.)
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Thinking acme broadly, districts will want to insure that schools set

realistic goals for their teacher education and professional development

work. Although a primme purpose of professional practice schools is to

improve student learning, it is likely that districts will remain

concerned that programs not become overly ambitious or too heavily

involved in teacher education, thus drawing attention away from their

central task of teaching children. Eistricts will have to be particularly

attentive to parents' concerns. On the one hand, parents nay worry about

the extent to which their children will be taught by novices and/or

student teachers. On the other hand, parents whose children are not in

professional practice schools may feel that their children are being

denied the enriched programs that result fran such schools' attention to

teaching, curriculum, and research. Equity and vality are likely to

became concerns as these reforms move forward.

Staffing/contract considerations. Involvement in collaborative

teacher education ventures and efforts to broaden teachers' roles will

likely reqpire contract negotiations that relate, for example, to

teachers' job descriptions, transfer rights, release time, salary, and

scheduling changes. Districts will assuredly be involved in staffing

considerations. If the professional practice school is seen as something

in which teachers across the district want to share, the contract may have

to deal with transfers into and out of those schools. These kinds of

staffing decisions may becane issues for collective bargaining whether or

not teachers receive additional lr differential compensation for their

work in professional practice schools.

There will also be job descript4on and authority issues that directly

aftcct principals of professional practice schools and indirectly affect

those who remain in the district's traditional schools. At the simplest

level, it is not clear what role principals will fulfill in a school in
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which teachers are responsible for decisions about teaching and learning

and acceptable standards of practice. Nbt too long ago, principals' stars

had risen; they were identified as key to school improvement efforts

through throir role as instructional leaders (Manasse, 1982, March).

Teachers have eclipsed than in this latest reform wave, even though,

formally, principals remain responsible for teaching and learning in their

schools. Experiences with pilot professional development school programs

in Massachusetts and an early version of the mentor program in Connecticut

suggest that, in most cases, the principal's role in restructured schools

or in schools that remain traditional in organization but provide new

roles for teachers is not part of on-going discussions. Principals who

had marginal status in several of these pilot programs noted that they

would like:

o a role in deciding whether such programs come into their schools in

the first place;

o a role in making staffing decisions for such programs;

o assistance or a shift. in responsibility in order to oversee the

implementation of school/college collaborations; and,

o district support to facilitate implementation (Neufeld & Haavind,

1988; Neufeld, 1986).

These desires are reasonable, but they understate the depth and

sigmificance of changes in school-site organization and governanc- that

are likely to accompany the creation of professional practice schools. At

the very least, (a) teachers will have a broader array of roles, (0) some

budgetary discretion will be granted to the professional practice school

(even if full-fledged school based management is not implemented, and ;e)

university/school collaborations will create inter4nstitution
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relatiorships that have implications for managment. As professional

practice schools take form, it is certain that the nature of

administrative work in schools will change. As Sykes and Elmore (1989)

suggest, this would be a good thing, given the impossible demands on

administrators in the current organization:

Fitting people into impossible roles and structures, relying on their

coping behavior, and lionizing their successes does not constitute an

effective, long-tern strategy for the improvement of schooling.

Instead we must create conditions for the invention of new structures

that enable the emergence of leadership on a broad basis. (pp. 78-79)

Frofeesional practice schools can ucreate conditions for the

invention,' of such structures. Aswith tl creation of such conditions

and structures for teachers: this will occur at the local level, within

the context of the school and the district. Thus, the role and respon-

sibility of principals is one with which the district as well as the

professional practice school will have to wrestle.

Fiscal considerations. Fiscal issues will accompany the new,

nonteaching roles for teachers, school/university staffing relationships,

and (perhaps) external funding. Nonteaching (but nonadministrative) roles

sudh as nentor, student-teaching supervisor, school-based leader of the

student teaching seminar, curriculum developer, and teacher-researcher

will remove teachers from classrooms, so they can engage in a broad array

of professional responsibilities that are not directly instructional but

are designed to serve the needs of students and intern teachers,

Districts will have to replace such personnel in classrooms. Alternative

funding (perhaps fram the district, perhaps not) will be required to

support the new positions. In their collaborative role with the
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campus-based teacher education program, classroom teachers may teach at

the college on their own time and bet paid as adjunct faculty by the

college, and/or they may be released from part of their normal teaching

load in order to engage in .ceacher education work. In the first model, an

arrangement that is fairly typical without school/university

collaborations, there is no financial cost to the district. In the latter

model, the district may be involved with arranging the cost of covering

the instructional time of the released teacher.

Whatever the situation, the district will remain responsible for

financial decisf,ons and acoounting procedures. Districts will be

important not only because their approval for expenditures will influence

program implementation, but because they will have to manage the

potentially complicated professional practice school accounts. For

example, under one foundation-funded oollaboration, expert practitioners

from the district's secondary schools co,-taught a year-long/ two-semester

seminar with university faculty members. The teacher and professor formed

a team that worked with student teacher placements as well as with the

on-going seminar. The financial arrangement involved the university's

using foundation money to pay the district's portion of the teachers,

salaries to make this release time fram high school teaching possible. In

)ther words, high school teachers were not paid directly by the

university, although the umiversity paid for their involvement in the

collaboration. The district had additional financial management tasks

associated with this arrangement.

Evaluation. School districts will no doubt want to evaluate

professional practice schools in order to determine whether they are

educationslly advantageous and cost effective. In deciding to support the

development of a professional practice school, districts will likely have

articulated goals for the enterprise which, if achieved, would make it
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worthwhile. Administrators, tearters, and, perhaps, parents will have

expressed ideas about bow and why such a school would benefit the

district. Locally directed inquiry might be needed to determine the

extent to which the professional practice school is achieving its and the

district's goals. Eistricts will need to take responsibility for

generating this kind of information as they remain accountabl, to their

publics. Such research-based information mould also be useful in a

formative sense to determine the next steps in the development of the

school, and to define the insights, activities, arrangements, and

strategies that might transfer to other schools in the district.

College Faculty Issues Related to Collaboration

Professional practice schools would likely lead to alterations in

college faculty work. It is not clear whether faculty would be more

heavily invested in the school site or whether they would turn over more

of the clinical work to public school teachers, but either change has

consequences from the perspective of same faculty members. Given the

promotion structure of most colleges which reward facul,..; for research and

publishing, but not for stwort of clinical work, if faculty spend more

time in field settings, they may jeopardize promotion and tenure

decisions. One faculty medber noted, ironically, that it was easier to be

promoted by holing up in your office to write about teachers and

collaboration than by actually getting involved in the schools.** Some

colleges report initiatives to reward faculty work in schools with salary

increments, a step in the direction that would facilitate school/college

collaborations, but promotion and tenure decisions still rest heavily on

publications. If colleges encourage participation in professional

practice schools, then they nay need to restructure their incentive system

so that part4cipating faculty are not penalized. It is not at all clear

that colleges would be interested in such a shift. If they are not, then
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their most likely organizational response would be to staff programs wifh

a set of adjunct or clinical professors who bold second class status in

the university.

Job security presents another, egpally troublesome, issue likely to be

associated with involving classroaa teachers more formally in clinical

work. Fbr example, one collaborative program proposed having a high

school teacher serve as the college's supervisor for a student teacher in

an effort to develop a clinical appointment for the high school teacher.

College faculty members objected to this transfer of authority and to what

they saw as a threat to their jobs. The proposal was not implemented.

Those involved with creating professional practice schools will have to

devise creative staffing solutions in light of these legitimate concerns.

One additional issue for ocaleges concerns the involvement )f liberal

arts faculty in teacher education. As programs ask students to spend

greater amounts of time in the liberal arts (an emphasis which seems to be

growing across the country at both the elementary and secondary levels),

they will spend less time with tsacher education faculty. But, if

programs take seriously both content and pedagegy, then liberal arts

faculty may be called upon to visit schools in order to consult on and

assess subject matter pedagogy. This will create the same tenare/

promotion issues raised earlier with respect to teacher education

faculty. Liberal arts faculty assuredly have little institutional support

for spending time in schools. They may have little personal interest in

doing so, complicating the process of creating new roles and

responsibilities.2

...Nas
2 On a somewhat different theme, there is little reasor to assume that

liberal arts faculty would be knowledgeable about subje;:t matter pedagogy
appropriate to students in elementary and secondary schools.
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Joint appointments will be similarly problematic. For example, one

teacher education program is considering hiring a subject matter

specialist jointly,with the science department at the univeisity. Were

such a person hired, he or she would have to play according to the rules

for tenure mnd promotion set by the science department.n This would

militate against involvement with a site-based approach to teacher

education that would require time in schools for which the science

department offers no rewards.

Ideas About Irarning to Teach

NO one seriously disputes the importance of classroam teaching

experience for prospective teachers, and yet the content (in contrast to

the structure) of that experience gets surprisingly little explicit

attention. Teacher education programs and cooperating teachers might

agree that prospective teachers should have experience teaching algebra to

two different levels of students, for example, but they rarely discuss

what it is that prospective teachers should learn about teaching, or about

teaching algebra, or about teaching different kind"; of learners, fram

those experiences. And, they rarely discuss what cooperating teachers

need to 3mcw and be able to do in order to help student teachers achieve

those goals.

The thinking that will go into creating professional practice schmls

is an opportunity to address (1) what it is that prospective teachers

should learn from the field-based component of their teacher education

programs, (2) haw the experience night be structnred to facilitate that

learning, and (3) what classroom teachers and college faculty need to know

and how they might learn it in order to be most helpful to prospective

teachers. Several researchers sbserving the relationship of clinical

experience on learning to teach point out the lack of attention to content
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and potentially conservative impact of classroom teaching experience on

ultimate teaching practice (see, for example, Ochlechty & libitford, 1989;

Feinman-Nemser & Buchmann, 1983; Zeichner, 1985). As several of the

extant programs demonstrate, collaborative ventures rrovide a context in

which practitioners, wisdam can contribute to the knowledge brought by

university faculty. Jointly held seminars that involve school and

university faculty in designing and implementing the student teaching

seminar and in deciding what should be included in the student teadhing

experience are efforts to think explicitly =lad creatively about the

oontent as well as the structure of teaching and other school experiences

for prospective and induction year teachers.

Ideas about the nature of teaching. As collaborations form they will

confront their own views about the nature of teaching, learning, and

learning to teach, in particular. MUch teacher education poses a model of

teaehing, and learning to teach, as the acquisition of craft knowledge.

The assignment of ncvices to individual, experienced teachers reflects

this orientation. By emulating the master teacher, the novice has the

opportunity to learn the craft. Preposals that call for the assignment of

novices to more than one cooperating teacher or mentor do not necessarily

change this orientation to teaching as craft. Instead, they point out

that any onenmaslueru has a limited array of ta/ents. Increasing the

number of ',masters,' broadens the novices craft knowledge.

Professional practice schools aim to create a cadre of teachers who

think of teachiny as intellectual workwork that involves then in

transforming knowleage about teaching ae well as creating it through

inquiry into practice. TO do this, they propoee that teachers and teacher

educators became what Schon (1987) ealls flreflective practitionersn. This

requirement poses a substantial set of problems for the creation of such

schools. ',Reflective,' practice as a term is used frequently these days
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but it is not clear that it is used with meaning beyond the idea that

teachers give some thought to their teaching (1) as they are doing it, and

(2) after t!le fact.. With respect to learning to teach, it similazly

implies c2.ortunities to talk about practice. Such conversations,

however, merely by being %%bout teaching,il do not necessarily embody the

ideas that Schon proposes and the Task FOrce embraces. Even if they are

structured so that teachers share their ideas, consider alternative

strategies, and make joint decisions, such teacher activityuill not

necessarily resu:t in practice much different frau what we currently see

as the test of traditional teaching. It may result in improved, but not

different, practice just as infusing classroom teaching with activities

does not necessarily clter the conceptions of knowledge provided to

children. In order to develop different practice, teaching that

encourages children to actively construct their own knowledge, and teacher

education that encourages teachers to do the same with respect to learning

to teach, teachers have to learn what the idea means for themselves as

learners, and they must learn how to work with children in a way that is

supportive of such learning.

The first three questions with which professional practice schools

must grapple in their furmative phase are, therefore, what exactly is this

orientation to teaching, what does it imply for learning to teach, and haw

will it play out in real schools? Without doubt, teaching that encourages

children to construct their own knowledge mill place enormous, as well as

novel, demands on teachers (Cohen, 1988). The next two questions are, who

already understands and uses this orientation to teaching and learning to

teach, and how will schools be organized so that others can learn? And,

finally, if no one in the district or teacher education program curi_atly

uses this approach Which would not be surprising), what will be the
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process by which a cadre of teachers and teacher educators learns to work

in this way?3

A significant hurdle, in other words, is likely to loam large at the

outset, because the core construction of teaching practice and learning to

teach proposed for professional practice ochools 4s neither common in

practice nor even very familiar. under such circumstances, it is likely

that the professional practice school created will differ only marginally

with respect to ideas about teaching and learning to teach frau what went

before.

A note about students. Prcfessional practice schools will be designed

to support student guccem., yet this discussion has not mentioned

students. It has spoken to several organizational and substantive issues

involved in forming collaborations to improve and change the nature of

preservice teacher education and the role of teachers in that entel.prise.

It has focused on teachers and teanher educators and the adult aspects of

the organizations in which they work. This focus is not meant to minimize

the host of issues that concern students and must be dealt with as

professional practice schools are developed. An exploration of those

issues is beyond the scope 04 this paper, but must be considered as new

organizations and roles are created. No one intends for students to

becane lost in efforts to make schools ',the institutional base for

teaching as a profession,' (Levine, 1988; also see Pechman, 1990).

3 Lieberman and Mill(''s (1990, pp. 97) example of a teacher asking
young children to describe the thought processes by which they figured out a
new word in context, is as-much the kind of teaching that might be mcouraged
in professional practice schools--teaching that encourages children to
constract their own knowledge and take seriously their own constructionsas
it is an example of teacher inquiry.
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summary: School/university collaborations. Creating professional

practice schools requires a unique kind of collaboration between the

organizations most heavily irvrzlved in the enterprise--the public schools

and the colleges and universities. It is unique because it asks each

organization to change, to alter the pattern of authority relations that

have characterized past assuciations, to reorganize work within schools,

and to xe-think the nature and source of knowledge about teaching anal

learning to teach that ought to inform the preparation of new teachers.

It is also unique because it asks each institution to reconstrue the

nature of teaching practice from one of craft to one of intellectual

work. Thus, the formation of professional practice schools will not be a

straightforward organizational or conceptLal task. FOr the parties

involved, it will be an adventure that requires a good bit of risk-taking,

a tolerance for not ngetting it rightH the first time, and a firm

commitment to the long-term goals. The success of the various endeavors

will depend, part, on the knowledge, skill, and fortitude of local

participants. It will also depend on the largel political and governance

context in which attempts to form professional practice schools take

place. Fbr that reason, the next section of the paper explores the

potential impact of the st.., e policy context on the `ormation of

professional practice schools.

Professicinai Practice Schools in State Carctexts

Public schools are governed by locally elected school boards. If such

boards decide they would like to create professional practice schools,

they have the authority to join into collaborative arrangements with

teacher educatior. programs and local teacher unions in order to reorganize

schools toward that end. What importance does the state policy context

hold, then, for what aro fundamentally local decisions? Ten or fifteen

years ago, state context would likely have had little impact on the

organization and implementation of such decisions. The last decade of
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educational reform, however, has changed that. Local efforts today take

place in a state policy environment that is complex, comprehensive, and

often constraining.

Timer and Itirp (1989) report that in the past six yearl uthe states

have generated more rules and rsgulations about all aspects of education

than in the previous 20 yearsu Op. 500. They now attend to issues of

curriculum, assessment, teaching methods, homework, course requirements,

and eligilility for extracurricular activities, to cite just a few areas

addressed by policy. States have increased entry-level teaching salaries,

created career ladders, and differentiated staffing plans. They have

attempted to improve the quality of beginning teachers by altering course

and practicum requirements for the initial, provisional teachiug

certificate.

Some of this increased oversight ezid attention, no doubt, is necessary

and good. Cuban (1988) and Darling-Hammond (1988) point out that schools,

left to their own devices, do not always act in the best interests of all

children. They sometimes do what is expedient; they are always subject to

competing interests and multiple constituencies, usually in situations of

scarce resources and uncertainty about the efficacy of any couxse of

action. Yet, despite the benefits associatrOmith state attention to

education, we now knaw that one unintended o-toane of such policy

initiatives is an over-zegulatei 4ducation system that has a difficult

time responding to children's individual needs and in which teachers oftcm

work within severe constraints. (Wise, 1979; Darling-Hammond, 1988).

Policies have reinforced long-standing tendencies for schools to be

systems in which, as Darling-Hammond suggests, teachers are rewarded for

udoing things right,u rather than udoing the right thing.0
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CUrrent proposals that call for a shift away from rules and

regulations towards professionalizing teaching and restructuring school

governance, ain to restore (or create) professional judgmentdoing the

right thing--to educational decisions. They aim to ameliorate and, where

possible, elimi.,ate rules and regulations that circumscribe teaching

practice. COgnizant of the need for higher standards within the teaching

force, these proposals call for the creation of stringent entry standards

which will be controlled by the profession and :not by the state.

But this latest approach to school reform must germinate in the

°complex state policy environment of heavy intervention and oversight

created during the last decade. It must flourish, in other words, in

environments that do not appear conducive to growth. Those who wish to

create professional practice schools will have to figur:e out how to wo,k

witnin environments replete with rules and regulations.

Timer and Eirp (1989) point out that the environmental impact oF

policies, for better or for worse, results not only fran their

aocumulation, but also from the way in which they are construed:

School reform efforts that ignore the complexities of the policy

environment often fail... There is no single pclicy or single

combination of policies--such as merit peq, the use of mentor

teachers, teacher competency testing, and stricter teacher

certification requirements--that will automatically transform mediocre

schools into good ones... [but] while specific policies may not be

important determinants of school improvement, the strategies that

states adopt do make a difference in reform efforts. (p. 506)
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The authors sort policy strategies representedby the reform agendas into

three basic models:

o Rational planningwhich identifies the problems to be solved and then

searches for the correct solutions;

o Market incentives which rely on state level policy development and

implementation bargained at the local level; and,

Political interaction which stresses the process of decision making

and is distinguished by "broad state policy goals, with discretionary

authority and flexibility in local implementation. This approach to

policy implementation aims to integrate state policy goals with local

conditions and practices" (p. 76).

States working within the model of "rational planning" are likely to

employ top-dawn mandates with standardized requiremnts as their major

reform strategy. Tbis approach allows for little loca_ discretion about

whether to participate or how to shape the reform to respond to local

distric.. conditions. In contrast, the "market incentive" approach creates

artificial markets by making funding available for a set of activities

supported by the state. Participation is left to local discretion, as is

the opportunity to shape the program to local conditions. Final'y, the

"political interaction" model sets out broad state goals towards which

districts must work. However, the -odel encourages districts to become

competent in problem solving so that they can develop locally appropriate

ways to achieve those goals.

These models describe three daninant policy strategies, but it is

important to note that states do not always operate within only one

model. In sane domains, they may provide incentives; in others, rule3 and

regulations. Even within the same policy domain, states may be
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inconsistent in their approach to reform. FOr example, states may applaud

in principle the shift to increasing professionalism and school-based

decision making, yet their policies may organize district-level

aocountability in such a way that school-based decision making becomes

impossible in many areas. It is fairly common to find, as does

Darling-Hz ..:Ad (1988),

r:for 1 proposals [that] at the same time urge greater involvement of

polic 'makers in shaping schools and greater involvement of teachers

in shaping teaching. Consequently, we see states passing laws that

pay lip service to teacher professionalismwhile, with the other hand,

they enact greater restraints on curricula, textbooks, tests, and

teaching methods. (p. 60)

It is in such contexts that professional practic schools will

originate and develop. And, for this reason, it is TIKi _hwhile examining

the likely interaction of state policy strategies with t,.; ideas that

undergird professional practice schools.

Contrasting Policy Strategies

Anyone who peruses summaries of state legislative action related to

education reform quickly learns that the enterprise is neither static nor

complete. States continue to adopt new policies and modify older ones.

Aily attempt to consider the impact of specific state policies on the

development of professional practice schools, then, might seam like a

pointless endeavor. The policies discussed, one could argue, night be

altered or gone by the time of the reading; or, new policies might have

changed tbe context within which older ones exist. TO allay such

concerns, keep in mind first, that as I explore the impact of current

policies on the formation and sustenance of professional practice schools,
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I am concerned with the general strategy of the policy and the area of

teacher education that it addresses. I use specific policies only as

exemplars.

Second, in selecting specific pcaicies out of each state's much larger

array of policies, I am not claiming to represent the complete policy

context of each state nor suggesting the extent to which the state as a

whole would be hospitahae to professional practice schools. My goal is to

suggest a way to thihk about the impact of policies in considering the

development of professional practice schools. I chose Massachusetts, New

York, Florida, and Oonnecticut tecause eadh has one or ,-r)re policies

appropriate to this task. The accumulation of policies in each state will

certainly influence the extent to which professional practice schools

might flourish, but my purpose in this peper is not a state-by-state

consideration.

What is important in judging the likely interaction of state policies

with professional practice schools is whether they have an orientation

that is compatible or at odds with the underlying philosophy and

orientation of professional practice schools. Facilitating policies will

(1) enable schools to develop locally conceived school/college

oollaborations, (2) support, or at least remain neutral with respect to

new roles for teachers in teacher preparation, (3) sustain or create lccal

authority to develop preparation programs and assessment strategies for

those who will work with preservice and novice teachers, (4) support an

inquiry approach to teaching as work, (5) view teachers as producers as

well as consumers of research knowledge, and (6) consider the school as

the unit of reform.

Policies in areas other than these will assuredly influence the

organization of teachiAg and learning and, therefore, professional

practice schools. State high school graduation examinations, for example,

will influence what is taught and the time by which students must master
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the material. The implementation of standardized reading and mathematics

exams will influence the sequencing and content of same subjects.

Policies that circumscribe daily time to be spent on required subject

matter, or the nature of student evaluation will impede local efforts to

create curriculum, organization, and evaluation strategies. These kinds

of regulatory and monitoring devices assuredly will interfere with

professional practice schools' orieutation to teaching learning and

assessment Yet, one can imagine local adaptations and waivers fram at

least some of these constraints. The more serious threats to professional

practice schools are likely to come fram such policies as standardized,

behavior-based teacher evaluation or state-defined career ladder plans

that construe teaching in terms inappropriate to professional practice

schools or which preclude the possibility of local program development.

With these kinds of issues in mind, the next section of this paper

continues with a discussion of several state policies that relate to three

areas pertinent to professional practice schools: (1) arrangements and

requirements for those who support the clinical experience of presexvice

and first-year teachers; (2) restructuring schools for student- and

teacher-learning; and (3) the orientation of the state to ILgood teaching

and to acceptable sources of knowledge about teaching. These are areas

that will be critical to the formation of professional piaetice schools

because they axe central to the preparation of new teachers and to the

role that experienced teachers will have both in their own development and

in the preparation of their junior colleagues.

The Cooperating Teacher -raining Program in Connecticut.4 The

Cooperating Teacher Training Progran is one component of Connecticut's

4
As part of its comprehensive reform of teaching, Cennecticut has

created a Mentor Teacher and an Assessor Teacher role along with formalizing
the role of cooperating teacher. Teachers who wish to work as mentors or
assessors must also complete state-developed training programs The
discussion of the cooperating teacher program is based on Neufeld (1989).
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oamprehensive effort to improve the preparation of beginning teachers and

increase the involvement of experienced classroam teachers in that

enterprise. The Program, aimed at the clinical component of preservice

teacher education, (1) requires prospective teachers who wish Connecticut

certification to student teach with iltrainedu cooperating teachers, (2)

outlines the parameters of cooperating teacher training, (3) mandates the

organizational structure in which it will take place, (4) provides direct

payment to teachers for their work with student teachers, and (5) requires

teacher participation in decision-making relevant to certain aspects of

program development and implementation. The program was conceived as one

in which campus and fieldAoased teacher educators would merge their

strengtts to improve student teaching supervision by classroom teachers

The state defined the way in which this merger would occur.

To be specific, Connecticut required the formation of consortia--

collaborations of at least two teacher preparation institutions, a

regional service center and a set of school districts--to develop training

programs that complied with externally-developed state guidelines that

specified content and duration. These collaborations were, to a great

degree, born out of necessity: colleges were required to work with each

other and with school districts in their geographical area if they wanted

their graduates to be eligible for state provisional teaching

certificates. Thus, if the school/university collaboration that will

become the basis of professional practice schools (1) depends on a match

between participants' purposes and orientation to teaching and learning,

and (2) will be devlopmental with respect to form and content, then

state-formed cousortia are not likely to serve this function. Based

almost exclusively on geography, state-formed consortia were created to

accomplish a required, externally-defined task. Their existence, however,

adds to the complexity o the policy environment in which professional

praetice school collaborations would form.
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Connecticut's policy has several other features that complicate

movement toward professional practice schools. Their improvement strategy

is targeted to individuals, and the incentive structure amoourages

districts to involve, over time, all trained, cooperating teachers in

order to give them the oprutunity to earn the stipend that accompanies

the position. This reasonabae local acoommodation to policy nan conflict

with a college's desire to cluster its student teachers within particular

schools. For the same reason it would libaW discourage the development

of professional practice schools, whflrein teacher education--and so the

work of cooperating teachers--would be concentrated.

TWo other features of Connecticut's reform policy strategy are worth

noting as they bear on the potential development of professional practice

schools. By designing a program that sustains the traditional

relationship of one cooperating teacher working with one student teacher,

the state has adopted a craft model of teaching and learning to teach.

While this approach to assisting beginning and preservice teachers may

well improve teaching, it is not designed to counter prevailing, isolated

practice or to create an inquiry approach to teaching and learning to

teach. As such, the policy suggests an orientation different from that

envisioned for professional practice schools, which would aim to create

roles and relationships that stress collaboration among experienced and

novice teachers, and an inquiry, rather than craft, approach to learning

to teach.

And last, designation as a Iltrain(uP, cooperating teacher is based on

participation in the program, not on any demonstrable achievement or

cagpetence. The absence of standards is an omission which has

implications for profersional practice schools, in that such schools would

likely recognize the fact that those who work with novices must have

demonstrable knowledge and skill in their wnrk with those novices,

Although the state could develop such standards, without them professional
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praetice schools might want to create and implement local performance

standards for cooperating teachers. Rhile this would not be antithetical

to Connecticut's goals, it would complicate the structure of the state's

prcgrmm by requiring same teachers (those in professional practice

schools) to meet locally-set standards before they would be eligible for

state compensation, while others would be compensated for similar work

solely on the basis of participation in training.

The design of this reform suggests that Connecticut felt it had a

quality control problem rather than a fundamental design problem (Cuban,

1988). The state was not envisioning changes in schools, the organization

of teaching practice, or the basic preparation of teachers. Its strategy

was to improve the quality of teaching witl A the existing organizational

structure. Despite the fact that same organizational changes external to

scbools occurred--the creation of mandated consortia that included

colleges and school districts, anea teacher-dominated district committees

that selected participants for training--the fundamental enterprise

remained unchanged: one student teacher worked with one cooperating

teacher es a culminating activicy in preservice teacher education.

Connecticut's approach to reform was a set of well-integrated efforts

that put it squarely in the mainstream of what Cuban (1988) refers to as

ufirst-ordern quality control:

First-order changes are reforms that assume that the existing

organizational goals and structures are basically adequate and what

needs to be done is to correct deficiencies in policies and

practices...solutions to quality control problems.... First-order

changes, then try to make what exists more efficient and effective

without disrupting basic organizational arrangements or haw people

perform their roles. (pp. 228-229)
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Connecticut's efforts to promote teacher professionalism and status

through the state-designed and state-implemented mewhanisms of new roles,

training, and payment, are predominantly a elrational planning,. policy

strategy, in which state control and authority over the enterprise is

increased. The policy strategy by which the state is working to

professionalize teaching includes increasing the role and authority of the

state. Advocates of professional practice schools might suggest this

approach runs counter to their own efforts to professionalize teaching by

controlling teacher education at the school level.

Professional development policy in New York. Also Joncerned with

upgrading the status and expertise of individual teachers, New York has

not created state-wide, detailed, mandatory programs with which to

accomplish these goals. Instead, New York has encouraged teacher

development through the funding of local teacher centers, through a pilot

program to support restructuring efforts, and through provision of funds

for mentor programs in those districts that desire to create them. New

York's current policy strategy most closely resembles what Timer and Kirp

(1988) describe as a set of market incentives. The state has provided

funding for specific kinds of endeavors; districts, if they have interest

in those endeavors or can meld local priorities with those of the state,

can seek state funding. Furthermore, New York appears not to have defined

the reform problem primarily in terms of quality control. It seems to

have proceeded with what Cuban (1988) would call a nsecond-orderu change

orientation:

Second-order changes.. aim at altering the fundamental ways of

achieving organizational goals because of major dissatisfaction with

current arrangements.... [they] introduce new goals and interventions

that transform the familiar ways of doing things into navel solutions

to persistent problems. The point is to refram the original problems

and restructure organizational conditions to conform with the

redefined problems. (p. 229)
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Policy makers and teacher educators in New York soggest that the state

would like to take an active role in reorganizir, lutrority relations in

schools by promoting shared decision-ma:dmg at cle 'school level. (New York

State already requires its least effective ;a diF4.nicts to involve

teachers in school-site planning, recogniezq tts importance of local

attention to needs assessment, planning, and colmitment to

implementation.) In its most recent commission report, A Blueprint for

Learning and Teaching, NGV York (1988) fosters the idea oZ restructuring

schools and increasing teachers' roles in decision-making. The report

explicitly states: ',The structure now in place is failing to meet the

needs of too many childrenn (p. 2).5 It proposes a wide range of

changes that differ fram what Connecticut has in pdace, in that they focus

on the school, not the individual teacher, es the unit of reform.

Proposing a fund to support competitive grants to districts that want to

engage in restructuring, the report recommends that districts' proposals

for support should include such features as (1) joint decision-making at

the building level; (2) ',teams of teachers working with groups of

students; (3) school-based budgeting; and (4) ',alternate organization of

the school day, school year, grade, and subj3cts (p. 9). Nothing in New

York's current restructuring plan would conflict with the formation of

professional practice schools.

Three current New York staff development programs provide examples

with which to consider the implications of that state's approach to policy

on the growth of professional practice schools. They are: the Mentor

5 The report has not yet been adopted by the New York StAl^e Board of

Regents; therefore, it is not state policy at this writimg.
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Teacher Program, teacher centers, and the FUnd for Innovation. Each is

organized to encourage local program development and btrategies to improve

teaching and learning.6

The Mentor Teacher Program. School districts that wish to develop

opportunities for experienced teachers to work with novices may submit.

proposals tc compete for state films under the Mentor Teacher Ploogram.

Proposals must indicate that a distri,t committee composed of 51 percent

teachers will select mentors, and that mentors will be released for 10

percent of their time, and intern teachers for 20 percent of theirs.

State A.,:nds pay for replacing mentors and interns in their classes.

District committees develop their own criteria for selecting

teacher-mentors. The state insists only that those selected must have

taught for at least five years. Lncally-designed and implemented mentor

training is required; as is evaluation of the mentoring effort.

Currently, 10 percent (approximately 70) of the state's districts are

implementing state-funded mentoring programs.7 Given the absence of

guidelines on the form and content of the components of a mentoring

program, there appears to be no mismatch between this program and the kind

of clinical support that might be organized in a professional practice

school.

Teacher centers. As a way to help teachers shape their own

professional development, New York began funding teacher centers in 1984.

The governor introduced legislation for the centers and New York State

6
am grateful to Helen Hartle, Coordinator for Inservice Education

in New York, for helping me obtain information about professional development
programs in New York.

7
New York plans to mandate mentoring for all new teachers in 1993.

Programs will still he developed locally.
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United Teachers worked out the detailed plans. Single districts or

consortia can apply for teacher center funding on an annual basis.

Centers, which are required to establish links with higher education and

the business community, are governed by local boards made up of teachers

representing the local bargaining ;gent (51 percent of membership),

parents, representatives of higher education, industry, nonpublic schools,

the school board, and local administrators. Funds are meant to

supplement, not supplant, district staff development efforts.

blew York has defined areas of staff development in which it has a

special interesttechnology, curriculum develop.nent that goes beyond

state syllabi, and re.,:raining teachers in critical areas such as math and

sciencebut districts are free to attend to these areas as they choose.

The state describe, its guidelines for teacher centers as uenablingn

creativity to flourish at the local level. At the momem, there are 103

teacher centers in New York, which fund, for example:

o grants to individual teachers that enable them to conduct research;

o teachers' costs associated with attending professional mAetings; and

o collab-rations between universities and teachers that might focus or

content knowledge.

Teacher centers can direct efforts to novice teachers, leading to programs

that might intersect with mentoring efforts.

Each teacher center must conduct a needs assessment to set priorities

and programs and to establish goals which will serve as the basis for

evaluation. In applying for funding, centers must describe the needs
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assessment process, how they develop priorities, and bow they assess their

success. EvaluiMtion must focus not only on individual center activities,

but on the extent to which the center as a, whole has mat its goals. What

those goals are and how they are assessed, however, is left to local

discretion. The state, in reviewing proposals, looks only for the

existence of a process hurwhich this can be accomplished. As with the

mentoring program, there is nothing about the organization and implemen-

tation of teacher centers fram the state level that would conflict with

ideas embodied in the concept of professional practice schools. In fact,

teacher centers could use their funds, in collaboration with colleges and

universities, to pursue staff development for new and experienced teachers

that would support the creation of such schools.

The Fund for Innovation. New York recently created a pilot,

oampetitive ;rants program that is designed to approach school reform

through shared oecision-making negotiated with collective bargaining

units. The Fund is encouraging schools to develop collaborative

approaches to school management. Within the 14 pilot projects currently

in operatIon, schools are working on, far example, ways to reorganize

sdheduling, curriculum, and multiple aspects of middle school

cirganization. Again, the emphasis in this program is compatible with the

organization and focus of professional practice schools.

New York has intervened less than has COnnecticut in creating new

roles for teachers in preservice or induction-year teacher education. It

provides opportunities for professional development with respect to

teacher education through funding for mentor teacher programs and through

its established vehicle of teacher centers. New York's reforms permit the

development of varied approaches to support clinical teacher educatIon and

encourage increased teacher participation in school governance and
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decision-making. On the other hand, because New York is using the policy

model that creates artificial markets (as described above), districts are

free to involve themselves in this readrm, or not. From the perspective

of those thinking of developing professional practice schools, New York

provides a policy context in which there is considerable freedom to use

existiag policy to :upport such innovation.

Professional development schools and restructuring efforts in

massachusetts. On a smaller scale, Massachusetts is supporting a number

of programs, which, like New York, it funds through a market incentive

strategy of competitive grants. TWo of these programs have partimilar

relevance for professional practice schools: The Carnegie Schools Progra--

and The Professional Development Schools Program. Both encourage school

restructuring. Fbr those interested in the impact of policy on the

creation of professional practice schools, the appropriate question is,

what is the fit between state-designed restructuring efforts and the

design of professional practice schools? Massachnsetts provides examples

with which to address that question.

The first restructuring effort is based on ideas proposed in the

Carnegie Report, A Nation Prepared: Teachers for the 21st Century (1986).

According to the Report of the Special Commission on the conditions of

Teaching from the Massachusetts State Legislature (1987, August), the

purposes of the Carnegie Schools are to

o restructire the environment of teaching, freeing teachers to decide

how best to meet state and local goals for children;

o foster professional discretion, autonomy and accountability by first

providing teachers with opportunities to participate in the setting of

goals for their schools and then evaluating the success of schools in

!IN

achieving these agreed-upon standards of performance;
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o provide a variety of approaches to school organization, leadership and

governance; and

o provide teachers with the support staff needed to be more effective

and prodUctive (p. 13).

The state does not have in mind one model of a restructured school that

would he best for all districts, schools, teachers or students. Rather,

it is encouragingvariety. Little in the Carnegie School program wuld

interferewith the restructuring that might be associated with the

creation of professional practice schools. Within this funded progrmn

category, however, schools are neither asked nor encouraged to pay

attention, to reorganizing to improve the education of teachers. Carnegie

schools are fundamentally restructured schools that attend to student

learning.

The Massachusetts State Legislature (1987), created a separate policy

to address restructuring issues associated with the improvement of teacher

education and 1.earning to teach. That policy encourages the creation of

Professional Development Schools,

in which new models of professional education are jointly designed and

administered by school and college staff, in order to strengt-aen the

role played by school-based professionals in both the initial training

of prospective or new teachers and in the on-going development of

everienced teachers. In addition, Professional Development Schools

should ultimately forge a new partnexship between schools and colleges

in the operation of teacher education, programs. (p. 19)

The creation of two different restructuring programs suggests that

Massachusetts policy h.."%ers see a sepatation between teachers, learning
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and children's learning, a separation not present in the conception of

professional practice schools. Massachusetts policy does not preclude

attending to learning to teach in the Carnegie schools. The program,

however, does not emphasize this domain nor does it encourage the

formation of school/college collaborations for tMIPr education

purposes.

The Professional Development School Program, in contrast, which

awarded the first set of grants in January, 1990, creates opportunities to

:estructure to improve preservice teacher education. This program

requires the formation of school/college collaborations to restructure

teacher education so that, according to the concept paper provided with

the Massachusetts Professional Development School Grants Program Request

for Proposals (1989, October), "the heart of future tParher education

programs take [sic] place in school-based, clinical settings under the

direction of school-based professionals and university faculty." Schools

are free to design prnfessional development schools as they prefer.

However, the request for proposals indicates that the state is

particularly interested in funding programs which address priority topics

including, "inquiry-based and reflective teaching, collaboration and

collegiality, ...new organizational structures and roles that strengthen

oollaborative efforts..." It notes that in professional development

schools, school and university faculty, "might pursue cooperative

research, jointly pdan and administer inservice programs, test new

instructional models, study the applicability of research to their schools

and other schools, and develop new forms of curriculum and performance

evaluation and aesessment, and exchange teaching roles." It appears that

one could obtain funding under the Massachusetts policy to create a

professional practice school.

The presence of a state-initiated program to create restructured

schools that are excellent sites for learning to teach, then, will not

necessarily constrain the creation of professional practice schools in
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that state. Policy guidelines that encourage loc , collaborative program

development, and leave local school/college collaborations free to

determine the form and content of preservice teacher education and

preparation of school-based teacher educators, night well acoommodate

professional practice schools. State policies that prescribe an approach

to teaching, on the other hand, may prove problematic. In the case of

Massachusetts, the state's preferenue for inquiry and reflection is in

keeping with the orientation proposed for professional practice schools.

Were Massachusetts to adopt the orientation to teaching in place in

Florida (discussed below), state rolicy would play a more constraining

role in the creation of professional practice schools.

The Florida Performance Measurement System. States and districts

often seek behavioral indicators of good teaching. First, they want

observable data that will reliably distinguish good from poor teaching for

purposes of evaluation. Second, if certain behaviors can be associated

reliably with good student achievement outcomes, then novice and

experienced teachers can be asked to use those behaviors and so improve

their teaching. With behavioral indicators, identifying good or poor

teaching requires attention only to the presence or absence of behaviors

that have been identified as "effective or "ineffectime whenever they

occur regardless of the subject, context, or students involved (Florida

Office of Teacher Education (1985, June]) .

In Florida, the research on behaviors associated with teaching

effectiveness has been translated into a set of performance indicators

expressed as the Florida Performance Measurement System (FPMS) and used to

evaluate beginning teachers during their internship year.8 The FTMS

8 For a review of this research, see Brophy & Good (1986); for use of
the Florida Performance Measurement System, see Peterson & °Meaux (in
press); for brief descriptions of state performance assessment programs for
beginning teachers, see Wise & Darling-Hammond (1987).
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divides the knowledge base of teaching into six areas called domains, with

each domain further subdivided into a set of concepts, each of which has a

set of relatai/x.thavioral indicators, a set of teaching principles, and a

survey and analysis of relevant research findings (Maomillan & Pendlebuxy,

1985).

Because of its behavioral and generic orientation to teaching

knowledge and perfonmance, the requirement to teach according to the

notions of effectiveness expressed on the FENS would likely constrain

implementation of the kind of teaching proposed for professional practice

schools. The FPMS goes against the grain of what some would consider to

be a professional orientation to teaching. The orientation proposed for

professional practice schools would, according to Peterson and °meal= (in

press),

focus on the exercise of professional judgment by the teacher,

assuming that good teaching involves not only mastery of instructional

behaviors and teaching techniques, but also the professional knowledge

and judgment about haw, when, where, and with whaa to use these

techniques as well as haw to change and adapt them where appropriate.

The construction of teaching knowledge present in the Florida policy

stands in stark contrast to this model not only because it is generic and

dependent on behavioral indica:ors rather than reflection, but also

because it views outsiders --researchers"--as the source of knowledge

about teaching. The FPMS asks teachers to suspend, or never develop,

their own skill and judgment about teaching, and, instead, to rely on the

information provided by experts who study teaching. This orientation to

what knowledge is and who can produce it runs counter to that proposed for

professional practice schools. State policy that mandates teachers,
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adherence to this concepti.on of knowledge and teaching if they are to be

certified, conflicts with the ideas central to professional practice

schools. 9

Comparing the policies. Each of these states is strongly committed to

improving the quality of teaching and learning and is dedicating

considerable human and financial resources to that goal. They differ not

in their commitment, but in what they identify as stumbling Mocks to

improvement and in their approach to remedies.

o New York's professional development policies and proposals suggest

that the fundamental design of schools is flawed and proposes to

restructure them, while Connecticut accepts that organization, and is

choosing to improve teaching and learning in traditionally organized

schools. Massachusetts is beginning to support alternatives to

current organization.

Policy makers in all four states know that teachers and schools are

essential to reform. But they have created policies with different

emphases. Connecticut and Florida, by their choice of improvement

strategies, have emphasized the importance of individualsteachers'

knowledge, skill, and performancewhile New York and Massachusetts at

the moment are emphasizing schools and the conditions of teaching,

learning, and learning to teach.

9
Florida, as a state, is supportive of efforts to decentralize school

governance to the school level. School-basedmanagement, such as that found
in Dade COunty, is in accord with state policy. Mile the state has
supported decentralized governance structures, however, with development and
implementation of the F2MS, it has taken a centralized approach to policies
defining effective and appropriate teaching strategies.
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o Connecticut and Florida selected a body of knowledge and skill to be

mastered; New York and Massac.Alsetts have not identified the specific

knowledge and skills that its teachers should master, nor have they

put in place formal structures in which learning should occur.

o Neither New York, Connecticut nor Massachusetts has established

performance standards for those who would support the clinical

experience of pre-service teachers or the mentoring of first-year

teachers regardless of the approach to support they have taken.

Each of these policy approaches has strengths and weaknesses with respect

to the goals it is trying to achieve. All other things being equal,

however, some policies will create greater constraints for those

attempting to create professional practice schools than will others.

Policies such as those in New York and Massachusetts, by focusing on

the school as the unit of reform, by encouraging local variation and

oollaborations with colleges, and by avoiding guidelines for the form and

content of either mentoring or cooperating teacher programs or

performance, provide a context in which professional practice schools

could develop within the bounds of existing policies. Professional

practice schools in New York could fund same of their activities through

the Mentor, Teacher Center, and Fund for Innovation Programs. More

liaited fmds are available in Massachu,etts, but those that exist could

be used for professional practice schools.

Conmecticut, in contrast, does not have a school-based focus to its

ree^rm efforts, concentrating instead on individual teachers. It provides

a o...itext rich in policies that create organizational components and roles

structurally similar to those proposed for professional practice schools,
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but different enough in content and source of authority that they might

conflict with and complicate efforts to create professional practice

schools. For example:

o A, professional practice school could be developed based on a. model of

teaching that includes the Connecticut teaching competencies. But, it

is likely that such a school would seek exemptions from the craft

model of teaching that places novices with one cooperating teacher or

one mentor.

o Professional practice schools aight want to create their own

porttessional development programs for mentors and cooperating

teachers. Questions would then, no doubt, arise about exemptions from

the state's program, as they would about the state's paying mentors

and cooperating teachers who did not complete the state's training

programs.

o The °consortium structure, by establishing partnerships and district

cachment areas, capplicates the choice of school/ university

collaboration partners for professional practice schools.

o The cooperating teacher prog.--am has a potentially negative impact on

the possibility of creating professional practice schools because of

its effect on the ability of such schools to maintain stable

school-site placements over time.

This conclusion on the match between state policy context and the

development of professional practice schools does not imply an endorsement

or rejection of any state'? policies. The purpose of the analysis is to

draw attention to the kinds of state policies that exist and their
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implications for the creation of professional practice schools. In all

states, irrespective of the policies in place, creating such schools will

be difficult because the ideas which are complicated and as yet not

well-formulated, will require new ways of thinking and working for both

teachers and college-based teacher educators.

Conclusion

Professional practice schools would be organizations in which many

long-held views on the way school and learning to teach is Issupposed tc

be would be transformed. Creating such schools depends, in part, on the

ability of those currently engaged in teacher education and school

teaching to imagine and implement new roles, responsibilities,

relationships, and ideas about the nature of the work they do and the kind

of organizations in which it might better be acoamplished. Beyond

imagining, it requires serious conversation and negotiation about issues

of authority within and between schools, school districts, teachers' and

administrators' organizations, universities and colleges, and state

departments c. edlcation, among others. Profassional practice schools

imply real shifts in authority and control; as a result, negotiations and

conversations will not always be easy.

At the local level, in order for professional practice scLools to

develop, at least the following conditiors must exist:

o Desire on the part of teachers and administrators to reorganize their

school so that it can become a center of inquiry focused on improved

teaching and learning.
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o Desire on the part of classroaa teachers and university-based teacher

educators to work together to jointly establish a school site that is

good for preservice and induction teacher education.

o Organizational support at the college and the school for reorganizing

faculty and teachers, roles, rewares, and resources with respect to

teacher education.

o Local authority to determine the process and content of the

pre-service and induction year teacher education component that will

occur in the school.

o Local authority to develop appropriate assessment criteria and

strategies based on a conception of teaching as reflective practice.

With these conditions met, it would be prudent to next consider

several features LE state-level policy to determine their match Jith the

ideas central to professional practice schools. As demonstrated through

policy examples fn.: Florida, New York, Massachusetts, and Connecticut,

some of these will be more conducive than others to the formation of

professional practice schools. The potential to develop professional

practice schools could be strong because of the absence of policies

pertinent to such schools, or because extant policies urge schools in

comnatible directions. With regard to state influence, then, it 'could

seem important to examine policies for the extent to which they enable or

at least permit:

o school reorganization with respect to students, as well as teachers,

work, with respect to issues of governance as well as teaching and

learning;
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o the development of locally conceived school/college collaborations

attentive to issues of preservice and continuing te ::her education;

o within such collaborations, the creation of locally designed clinical

support roles for experienced teachers, including considerable local

discretion around issues such as selection, preparation, and

evaluation for such roles; and

o an inquiry approach to teaching and learning.

This exploration of context at the school/university and state levels

is not meant to discourage those who seek to establish professional

practice schools. It is meant to convey the message that such schools

will not exist in a vacuum or in an ahistorica2. moment in time. If we

want them to have a chance to succeed, we cannot afford to ignore the

importance of the environments in which we propose their growth.
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lath mi Eye nia-ard Scitool ken=

Ilarsha Lavine

Professional development schools and pr9fessional practice schools are

rapidly becoming important terms in the educator's lexicon. Generally,

they reter to school sites for clinical teacher educationrusually

offering preservice training. First year teacher programs or internships

are a part of the agenda and inservice staff development is often included

in the mission. The establishment of the site is typically

oollaborative venture between a university and a school district;

sometimes, the teadhers union has a role to play. These efforts are

directed at improving teacher education, specifically by focusing on the

clinical experience.

Looking at professional practice schools through the lens of teacher

education makes them appear as extensions of the idea of the lab school

with some important modifications. They have a more collaborative

governance structure, emu they often reflect the notion that practitioners

should have more responsibility fo: the clinical education of new

teachers. In this concepticn, professional development schools may offer

a decided improvement in the preparation of teacheru, particularly if the._

can bri4g structure and standards to the clinical education experience.

It is also possible, however, to view such schools through the lens of

education reform and see them as heralding a major structural change in

pUblic schooling. They can integrate the processes of restructuring
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schools and reforming teacher edacation. Through this point of view, the

potential of the professional practice schc.^l as an instrument of change

is powerful. The AFT has viewed its work on professional practice schools

in this way, seeing then as restructured schools responsibility for

clinical teacher education and the support of practice-based research.

In order to elaborate on the relationship between professional practice

schools and school reform it is useful to begin with some questions--

questions which are at the heart of the reform effort. Fbr example:

o What is the test way to structure teaching and learning?

o what are restructured schools? And, what do teachers do in them?

o Why is so little hamening in the schools and districts, although we

have been trying to r :e changes for so long?

The answers to these questions give insight into the rolationships between

professional practice schools and school reform.

The answer to question one, uWhat is the best way to structure teaching

and learning? is ',We don't know.0 There is no one best way. How do we

find out the better ways? Through researd--school-based research,

research into practice. Nbt only don't weblow the answers to the

questions such research raises, we hardly knov what the right supporting

questions are. For example, is the question ilHow do we reduce class
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size?" or is it "How do we personalize instruction?" What questions do

teachers ask? What do they want to know? Hoy does one go about getting

answers to these questions? In large measure, the answems will come

through involving teachers in research-based examinationof thpir own

practice, reflection on their own teaching, and an orientation to solving

problems together. Hem-well do teachers do researdh together and

individually? Not very well right now, be Ause they are neither educated

to do so, nor do the environments in which they work support, encourage,

or expect them to do it. Teaching as research is rot a opannmily held

conception. If we are ever going to have professional practice in

teaching, then we must also support the kind of on-going research needed

to provide the knowledge base that inferms that practice. One purpose for

which the professional practice school is designed is to srnport

continuous examination of practice. Sustained by structures and norms of

inquiry and colleagueship, teachers must work together and individually,

to continually generate practice-based knowledge.

Hence the first link to the school refort movement: professional

practice schools are the institutions designed to generate an important

part of the knowledge base upon which the reform agenda is built.

The secwid set of questions, "What are restruct lad schools?" and "What

do teachers do in restructured schools?" is more difficult to address.

Restructuring is a word which has crept into everyone's vocabularyfrom

Maxhail Gorbachev's to David Yearns'. Restructuring is an activitywhose

pumpose is to create schools designed to help all students to use their

minds well and learn skills that will allow them to finetion in society.

Restructured schools create an environmnt of community, inquiry, and h-gh

mpectations. These attributes are at the core of a restructured school.

The curriculum, governance, time, space, and roles, relationships, and

responsibilities of people in that school are reordered, r3structured if
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you will, to support that core vision. The teacher's role undergoes

dramatic changes in such a school. These changes include different

instructional strategies as well as new roles teachers have never played--

institution-based roles that require them to work together with thpir

peers and becane involved in evaluating, analyzing, and making decisions

on a school-wide basis.

A few examples will illustriltewhat is meant 4ere. Engaging students

in active learnig directed at deep knowledge of content and the

development of thinking and problem-solving skills will require

reflective, analytic, inquiring teacho:raertice. Teaching will no longer

be mostly telling; the teacherwill become the coach, questioner,

facilitator, organizer, the one who frames and solves problems, judges,

oampares, observes, inquires, and consults. Among the teaching strategies

she uses will be group problem solving, peer teaching, zooperative

learning, reciprocal teaching, and project work involvimgreal

consequences. Instead of listening and recalling, students will, as E. M.

Pechnanwrites above, invent, explain and elaborate, extend tilpir

thinking, and defend their positions.

In addition, teache.rs will assume mew responsibilities school-wide.

They will collaboratively evaluate and reviw practice in their school;

focus on the individual and collective needs of students in faculty-wide

forums; take on such organizational functions as grading policies, student

and teacher assignments, organization of instruction, curriculum design,

resource allocations, and scheduling (Darling-Hammond, 1988).

Where will teachers, both new and experienced, learn these new roles?

Where will they be trained and socialized into new settings, expectations,

and norms for schooling? There has already been oonsiderahle school...based

effort directed toward restructuring by coalitions like the Eesential

Schools PToject, Schools for the 21st Century, the Central Park East
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Collaborative, and schools modeled after the Cologne-Bolweide school in

Germany, and the Rey School in Indianapolis. None of these experiments,

however, have given serious attentim to the question of how to educate

teaohers for the new and different roles required in such schools.

Without a deliberate effort to educate new teachers and induct them into

transformed schools, the efforts of the committed few will almost

certainly have little impact on the broader community of schools and on

the development of professional practice in teaching. Restructuring

without attention to teacher education and induction is probably doomed to

a narrow, parochial existence. The converse, development of professional

practice schools with no link to restructuring, is equally flawed; it

will, perhaps, produce better ways to educate teachers for the schools we

have, but will have little influence in changing public education. It is

difficult to imagine significant change occurring in public education

wbile the clinical education of teachers remains a mirror of the existing

school model and a powerful way of reinforcing it. Professional practice

schools are designed to socialize new teachers into restructured settings

and help them develop the skills and knowledge they need to teach in those

settings

The answer to the third question"Why is so little happening in the

reform movement and what do professional pract:ce schools have to do with

that?"--is complicated. Many people are hot yet convinced that there is a

real need for chahge, thinking that, if there is a problem, it is somebody

else's, not theirs. In addition, we see little change because changing

institutions is difficult. One of the operating principaes of change is

"everything is connected to everything else." Once you change one thing,

you have then to deal with other things. People can become paralyzed in

the face of that recognition. Another reason little is happening is

because people recognize, rightly, that change is hard work, wbich they

tend to avoid unless they see something in it for themselves. Right now,
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there are few incentives in the system to support change, to motivate

people to take risks and work harder. FUrthermore, there are no goals ort

there for people to neasure their success by and no standards to guide

their practices. This is where the professional practice schools came in,

in a potentially powerful way. The creation of professional practice

schools, that can act as exemplars of both good practice and of the

instituticmal structures required to support that practice, can provide

much needed models toward which schools and schools sysi-ems can look. The

tremendous impact of the development of teaching hospitals on both medical

practice and on the institution of tne hospital is a lesson in the power

such an invention can have.

Professional practice schools can move the restructuring effort

forward. Such schools can support much needed research in practice,

educate teachers for new roles and responsibilities in restructured

schools, and provide the essentia- models and exemplars for others to look

toward. When professional practice schools begin to reform teacher

education in restructured settinas, they will became levers for school

reform.
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